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Abstract
In naturally occurring microbial systems, species rarely exist in isolation. There
is strong ecological evidence for a positive relationship between species diversity and the functional output of communities. The pervasiveness of these
communities in nature highlights that there may be advantages for engineered
strains to exist in cocultures as well. Building synthetic microbial communities
allows us to create distributed systems that mitigate issues often found in engineering a monoculture, especially when functional complexity is increasing.
The establishment of synthetic microbial communities is a major challenge we
must overcome in order to implement coordinated multicellular systems. Here I
present computational tools that help us design engineering strategies for establishing synthetic microbial communities. Using these tools I identify promising
candidates for several design scenarios. This work highlights the importance
of parameter inference and model selection to build robust communities. The
findings highlight important interaction motifs that provide stability, and identify
requirements for selecting genetic parts and tuning the community composition.
Additionally, I show that fundamental interactions in small synthetic communities
can produce chaotic behaviour that is unforecastable. Together these findings
have important ramifications for how we build synthetic communities in the lab,
and the considerations of interactions in microbiomes we manipulate.

Impact Statement
The research described here has the potential to impact both industry and academia. I demonstrate methods for the computational design of microbial communities which could greatly improve our ability
to build applied multicellular systems, taking advantage of the benefits they provide. Our growing knowledge of human microbiomes
is increasingly highlighting their importance in health and diseases.
It is essential that we improve our understanding of how these communities form, and how they an be modified. Gaining this knowledge
helps us understand how to apply synthetic communities to biotechnology problems, and how we can manipulate existing natural microbiomes for potential therapeutic applications. The work I present
here contributes towards our fundamental understanding of how microbial communities form. More directly, the candidates I have identified in two and three strain systems can inform future research for
building proof of principle synthetic microbial communities.
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Chapter 1

Background
The pervasiveness of microbial communities in nature alone is a strong indicator of the advantages they confer. Studies have identified a positive relationship
between species diversity and productivity [1, 2, 3], and resistance to invasion
of pathogenic species [4, 5, 2]. Functional redundancy enables communities
to maintain a group function despite a changing species composition that can
occur as a result of turbulent environments [6]. Communities can also persist
through fluctuating environments by switching group functionality and composition [7]. Cellular specialisation in biology is common place, and specialisation
of microbes in a community is no exception [8]. Taking inspiration from natural
systems and the interactions that enable the co-existence of multiple subpopulations will enable us to overcome the limitations of monocultures and harness
the competitive advantages we observe in nature.

1.1

Limitations of monocultures

Traditionally in synthetic biology and biotechnology, a microbe is engineered
and applied as a monoculture to perform a heterologous function. The intracellular space of a cell can be viewed as a shared environment in which all host
and heterologous processes take place. Non-orthogonal interactions describe
unexpected or promiscuous behaviour of a heterologously expressed circuit
(Figure 1.1a). Efforts to circumvent this include “part-mining” to build libraries
of orthogonal parts [9] and computational design tools to incorporate known
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the limitations of monocultures and how they are overcome
by constructing distributed systems from multiple cell types. a Signalling pathways in
monocultures can often suffer from unintended and unexpected crosstalk between processes. Compartmentalising independent functions in separate subpopulations will prevent crosstalk. b Applications in biosynthesis suffer from high metabolic burden due to
the expression of multiple heterologous processes. Division of labour between multiple
subpopulations can alleviate the metabolic burden.

non-orthogonal interactions as part of the design process [10, 11]. Retroactivity
describes a type of non-orthogonal interaction, whereby an upstream process
is perturbed by a downstream species [12]. Retroactivity is common in signalling pathways with reactions that operate on different time scales, causing
the accumulation of intermediate species that may interact with the upstream
process [12, 13, 14]. Since heterologous and host processes use the same
resource pool, heterologous gene expression will also draw resources away
from host processes causing a metabolic burden, exhibited as reduced growth
rate [15] (Figure 1.1b). The slower growth can encourage selection for cells
which manage to lose or mutate their genetic circuit [16]; strains not express-
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ing the burdensome circuit have a competitive advantage and can outgrow the
burdened population [17]. Furthermore, metabolic burden can induce stress
responses in the host, increasing mutation rates [18, 19]. Whole cell models,
combining the impact of load and metabolic burden, show how changing resource availability in a host strain can produce different circuit behaviour [20,
21]. Efforts to reduce load and metabolic burden include optimising circuits
for low copy plasmids or chromosomal integration [22], and using orthogonal
ribosomes to allocate recombinant gene expression to different resource pools
[23, 24]. Expression of burdensome circuits can be regulated dynamically in
response to population density [25] or using promoters that are directly sensitive
to burden [26]. Mishra et al. developed a load driver for Saccharomyces cerevisiae, demonstrating consistent levels of expression regardless of load induced
[27]. In addition to the detrimental effect on the host, co-expression of two
genes within a circuit can become coupled due to limited resource availability
despite the absence of a regulatory link [28]. Unexpected couplings between
co-expressed heterologous genes will produce unpredictable behaviour.

As the complexity and size of our synthetic systems grow, we can also expect the opportunities for non-orthogonality, retroactivity and metabolic burden
to increase. These limitations can be circumvented by distributing functionality
of a circuit between subpopulations of cells, rather than attempting to engineer
a monoculture. By doing so we create physical barriers between genetic processes, reducing opportunities for non-orthogonal interactions and retroactivity.
We can also reduce metabolic load applied to a strain, which reduces growth
inhibition and selection pressure for mutants [29]. While efforts to create subcellular compartments in prokaryotes are ongoing [30], these approaches will
be difficult to generalise across different chassis and applications [31].

1.2. Ecological interactions in microbial communities

1.2
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Ecological interactions in microbial communities

The major obstacle regarding the assembly of microbial communities is competitive exclusion.

Competitive exclusion occurs when multiple populations

compete for a single limiting resource (in the absence of other interactions);
a single population with the highest fitness will drive the others to extinction
[32]. Limiting resources will often take the form of essential nutrient availability
in liquid culture or space to occupy and extract resources in solid state cultures. Evidence from natural microbial systems and ecological studies shows
us coexistence can arise through interactions between subpopulations. These
interactions alter the resource demand of a subpopulation by changing its population density or metabolic activity. Positive and negative interactions are both
important for integrating feedback that can stabilise communities by manipulating growth or fitness of the subpopulations [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Positive
interactions describe relationships where one species provides a growth benefit
to another, which can also be viewed as a dependency. This could be a direct
benefit in the form of crossfeeding where one species produces an essential
nutrient consumed by another [39, 40, 36]. An example of an indirect positive
interaction could be in the instance of one species removing toxins inhibitory
to the second strain from the environment [41]. Conversely, negative interactions describe relationships where one species inhibits the growth of another.
Examples of this include competition for a limiting nutrient resource [42], or the
production of toxins that kill or inhibit growth of another sensitive strain [43, 44].

We can categorise pairwise interactions into six fundamental relationships,
depending upon the positive or negative interactions involved (Figure 1.2). By
engineering combinations of these interactions in different subpopulations, we
can regulate consumption of limiting resources and therefore overcome competitive exclusion. However, using models that describe direct pairwise interactions
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i) Commensalism

ii) Competition

iii) Predation

iv) Cooperation

v) Amensalism

vi) Self-limitation

Figure 1.2: Illustration of fundamental pair-wise interactions that can be used to enable
coexistence of multiple strains in a shared environment. Pointed arrows indicate positive
interactions and flat-head arrows indicate negative interactions.

alone can be misleading. They ignore higher order effects that will change
depending on the mechanism of interaction [45]. This is highlighted by studies
suggesting Lotka-Volterra models that describe fundamental pairwise interactions can be insufficient in describing the behaviour of microbial communities
[46].

1.3

Quorum sensing

Quorum sensing (QS) systems are a key set of tools that enable us to engineer communications between and within subpopulations of a community. QS
systems generally consist of an acylated homoserine lactone (AHL) synthase
protein that produces a particular AHL molecule. AHLs are freely diffusible
molecules molecules bind to regulatory proteins that can activate or repress
gene expression at specific promoters [47]. QS can be used to regulate the
expression of genes in a population. In order for multiple genes to be regulated
separately, multiple QS systems that utilise different AHL molecules must be
used. However, in practice there are a limited number of QS systems available and even distinct QS systems are often not orthogonal [48]. Kylilis et al.
performed a comprehensive characterisation of the crosstalk between several
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QS systems in conjunction with computational tools to identify conditions in
which channels can be used simultaneously [10]. Moreover, these tools can be
used to account for and incorporate crosstalk into system design. Studies have
also reduced crosstalk through rational sequence mutation [48, 49]. Quorum
quenching refers to the enzymatic degradation of quorum molecules allowing
controllable degradation of QS molecules in a system. A quorum quenching
enzyme lactonase (AiiA) and LuxI quorum molecule synthase have been used
to produce oscillations in a bacterial population [50] and to introduce a negative
feedback layer in a two strain oscillating system [51].

While QS is the dominant choice for engineering communication in synthetic
biology, alternative channels are being developed. The γ -butyrolactone system
(derived from Streptomyces coelicolor ) has been demonstrated in E. coli to
implement orthogonal signalling that can be used alongside QS [52]. Other signalling channels exist between different species of bacteria [53], however, the
synthetic biology field has yet to embrace these channels to the same degree
as QS.

1.4

Bacteriocins

Bacteriocins are gene-encoded antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) that can be used
to directly suppress the growth rate of a sensitive population [54]. They are
exported into the extracellular environment, and generally use “Trojan horse”
strategies to enter and kill sensitive strains. Bacteriocins hijack membrane
transport proteins to gain entry to the cell and inhibit essential proteins such as
DNA gyrase, RNA polymerase, ATP-synthase or tRNAs [54]. Expression of immunity genes provide protection against the bacteriocin, and can be expressed
separately or in conjunction with the bacteriocin [55]. Immunity proteins provide
protection by pumping out the bacteriocin, or by preventing its transport from
the environment into the cell [54]. A single expressed bacteriocin can impact
the growth of multiple other strains in the system, as opposed to intracellular
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toxins which require all strains to be engineered. Bacteriocins also offer variable
spectrums of sensitivity, enabling broad or narrow targeting of microbial species
[54]. Previous work in Barnes group has demonstrated the use of bacteriocin,
microcin V (MccV), to improve plasmid maintenance in a population [56]. Nisin,
a bacteriocin system that also possess signalling molecule function has also
been used to produce stable communities in yeast [43], and is frequently used
in the food industry as a preservative [57].

In this thesis I will focus on modelling systems using bacteriocins to produce
inter- and intra-population interactions. Negative interactions are frequently
cited as contributors towards network stability [33, 58, 59], the inhibitory nature
of bacteriocins fulfils the criteria for negative interactions directly. By coupling
the expression of immunity genes or self-targeting bacteriocins with QS, we can
also create pseudo-positive or dependence interactions, whereby the presence
of one strain protects another. The combination of bacteriocins and QS therefore give us an opportunity to produce both negative and positive interactions,
allowing us to fulfil the six fundamental interactions (Figure 1.2).

1.5

Examples of synthetic microbial communities

Groups have attempted to engineer the discussed interactions as a means to
build synthetic microbial communities. Predator-prey interactions are pervasive
in nature and are well known for sustaining multiple populations in a shared
environments over prolonged periods. A predator has detrimental effects on the
prey, while the predator is dependent upon the prey for survival. Predator-prey
interactions described using classic Lotka-Volterra interactions predict this pairwise interaction to produce periodic orbits [60], however, asymptotic stability can
also be observed in nature as a result of additional environmental interactions
[61]. Planktonic predator-prey communities have been used to demonstrate
long term persistence under experimental conditions and show robustness to
stochastic events [62]. In synthetic biology, predator-prey interactions can be
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engineered between subpopulations to enable the persistence of a community
that would otherwise undergo competitive exclusion. Balagaddé et al. demonstrated the use of quorum sensing (QS) coupled with intracellular toxin/antitoxin
systems to implement predator-prey-like interactions [63]. The quorum signal of
the prey induces antitoxin expression in the predator, providing protection. The
quorum signal from the predator induces toxin expression in the prey. Liu et
al. used modulation of a shared environment to create predator-prey dynamics
[64]. Media containing the antibiotic chloramphenicol (CM) kills the predator
strain which is dependent upon the prey strain to degrade CM. In turn, the
predator strain expresses IcnA, killing the prey. By providing CM exogenously,
the authors created a tuneable environmental parameter that is directly involved
in the social interaction.

The expression and secretion of antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) can be used
to engineer negative effects on sensitive subpopulations within a community.
The signalling and AMP properties of nisin have been used with a second AMP
to produce a modular system for building predatory, cooperative and competitive
interactions in Lactococcus lactis [43]. Co-existence can also be achieved without engineering interactions between subpopulations. Using two strains with
orthogonal QS controlled expression of lysis proteins, Scott et al. ensured that
neither strain could grow beyond a threshold, thereby preventing competitive
exclusion occurring through self-limitation [65]. This effectively behaves as a
block on the maximal resource occupation by any single subpopulation.

Controlling the flux of metabolites essential for growth through different pathways has been demonstrated in a monoculture using QS. The expression of
a burdensome heterologous circuit was regulated, switching between ‘growth
mode’ and ‘production mode’ in response to population density [25]. It has also
been demonstrated that control over the growth rates of one strain, through
modulating expression of the ptsH sugar transport gene, can be used to control
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the composition of co-cultures [66]. A similar approach was used to distribute
a naringenin production pathway between two strains [67]. A fast growing was
paired with a slow growing strain, each performing different stages of the production pathway. The fast growing strain was engineered to regulate its growth
using QS to inhibit glycolytic flux as its density increased. The authors were
able to generate a stable co-culture and significantly improve production yields.
These examples prevent overutilisation of a resource by a single strain by modulating growth directly.

Metabolic interdependencies are pervasive in microbial communities and are
an important interaction that can be used to produce stable co-existence [36].
Interdependencies remove the competition for mutually limiting resources that
causes competitive exclusion. Instead resources must be made available by another subpopulation in the system. Modelling frameworks can be used to inform
cross-feeding strategies and identify conditions that encourage establishment
of cooperative communities [68]. A sustainable multi-species system was generated by engineering amino acid auxotrophs and amino acid overproducers in
E. coli, Salmonella typhimurium, Bacteroides fragilis and Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron [69], forcing dependencies between community members. Synthetic
metabolic interdependent co-cultures have been shown to undergo significant
adaptation over long term experiments resulting in improved growth rates [70].
An E. coli - S. cerevisiae stabilised co-culture has been demonstrated on xylose
based feed stock [71]. E. coli metabolises xylose producing acetate, which is in
turn used by S. cerevisiae. Since acetate is an inhibitor of E. coli growth, it is
dependent on S. cerevisiae to remove it from the environment. This is another
example of a predator-prey system.

In each of the discussed systems, interactions are engineered to manipulate resource consumption of subpopulations by regulating their densities or metabolic
activity. These examples demonstrate the variety of ways in which interactions
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can be engineered to overcome competitive exclusion.

1.6

Modelling ecological and synthetic dynamical
systems

Models have been regularly used in ecological fields to elucidate interactions
and explain observed population dynamics in natural ecosystems. One of the
earliest and perhaps most famous being the Lotka-Volterra model, providing
a mathematical description of a predator-prey relationship [60]. The LotkaVolterra model describes consumption, competition and predation in a generalised manner. Such models have been used to identify relationship strength
criteria for stability in predator-prey networks [72]. They have also been used to
predict the destabilising impact of interspecific interactions and the importance
of intraspecific interactions for stabilisation [73, 72]. In mutualistic ecological
networks, persistence and resilience of community networks are promoted by
higher network connectance [74]. For many systems, the simplistic parameters
may not be sufficient to represent the underlying biological system. For the
models to be integrated in the synthetic biology engineering workflow they must
represent the underlying interactions being engineered, enabling us to integrate
part characterisation data within the design-build-test-learn cycle.

The field of microbial ecology frequently uses genome scale metabolic models to infer the interactions between community members and can serve as
a guide for building large scale synthetic systems [75]. It has become common practice to build metabolic models of individual community members that
can then be combined to make quantitative predictions about the metabolic
dependencies and interactions. This approach has been applied to the prediction of metabolic interactions between species in the gut microbiome [76].
Similarly, genome-scale metabolic models have been used to aid the design
of large scale communities by predicting metabolites that can be released by
the producer without detriment to fitness, and conditions that encourage the
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establishment of stable communities [68]. Thommes et al. used genome scale
metabolic models of E. coli to compute feasible division of labour strategies that
could arise from an initial monoculture through loss of function in genes, giving
insight into possible avenues for engineering community formation [77]. Angulo
et al. demonstrated a mathematical method for identifying “driver species” in
an ecological network [78]. External control of the "driver species" allows the
user to manipulate the state of the entire network. Approaches such as these
could be a steppingstone between ecological communities and building entirely
synthetic networks.

Representing observed systems with mathematical models is an essential step
in validating our assumptions about a biological system and characterisation
data. Predicting how a system will behave before implementation is a foundation of engineering science, essential for the efficient use of lab resources
and fully understanding the interactions that occur [79]. Designing a system by
intuition alone becomes increasingly challenging when dealing with multi-level
interactions. We can use model selection to compare a set of candidate models and identify the most promising designs [80]. Cello is a well known circuit
design tool in synthetic biology, it takes a user specified expression profile, and
identifies the combinations of logic gates that satisfy the requested behaviour,
outputting a DNA sequence corresponding to the solution [81]. Cello uses simulated annealing to minimise fitting errors to the target user specified circuit
behaviour. Similarly, approaches combining logic gate parts to produce a target signal have been implemented using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for
model selection [82]. AutoBioCAD also uses simulated annealing to design regulatory circuits from a library of characterised parts [83]. Approximate Bayesian
computation has been used to perform model selection and parameterisation
to design robust genetic oscillators [84] and multistable genetic switches [85].
Automated circuit design has the potential to greatly improve the engineering
process in synthetic biology.
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Applied microbial communities

Fermentation processes have been conducted by humans for thousands of
years, and many fermentation processes are made possible by the group
metabolic activity of complex microbial communities [86, 87, 88]. While historical fermentation processes such as brewing, yoghurt or wine making have
taken advantage of naturally occurring communities with unspecified compositions, defined microbial communities have been applied to improving efficiency
by industrial fermentation and bioremediation scenarios, taking advantage of
division of labour, compartmentalisation and specialisation.

The native metabolic activities of different species can be integrated to improve
bioprocess efficiency. Improved efficiency of butanol production been demonstrated with C. cellulovorans, C. beijerinckii co-cultures [89, 90]. C. cellulovorans degrades lignocellulose, providing sugars for metabolism by C. beijerinckii.
Consumption of sugars by C. beijerinckii relieves inhibition of cellulase activity,
creating a mutual dependence between the two species. The native metabolism
of C. beijerinckii is used to produce butanol [89, 90]. A S. cerevisiae and E. coli
co-culture was used to improve the production yield and functionalisation of a
drug precursor, taxadiene [91]. This co-culture takes advantage of the growth
speed of E. coli to produce taxadiene at a high rate, and the advanced expression machinery of S. cerevisiae needed to functionalise taxadiene. A mutualistic
interaction was implemented, whereby E. coli metabolises xylose producing acetate as a self-inhibitory waste product. The acetate is the sole feed source
for S. cerevisiae. The authors were able to demonstrate a significant increase
in production over a monoculture through implementation of a consortium [91].
Gilbert et al. constructed an E. coli-P. putida co-culture to detoxify and degrade
insecticide in the environment. Each species was transformed with different
genes in the biodegradation pathway. Since the contributions of both strains
are required for the detoxification of their shared environment, they have a mutualistic relationship [92]. Authors constructing p-coumaryl alcohol biosynthetic
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pathway used multiple strains to separate promiscuous enzymes from their side
reaction substrate, drastically improving yield [93]. Similar growth profiles meant
engineering interactions was not necessary, in the given time frame competitive
exclusion was not problematic. However, the authors report signs of competitive
exclusion which would become problematic in longer culture times.

Bioprocessing studies using co-cultures frequently cite initial inoculation ratios as important for optimising yield [94, 95]. However, examples of engineered
or tunable interactions for specific steady state ratios are absent. In the near future, I expect more endevours to be made in manipulating existing microbiomes
in optimising agricultural productivity and addressing the growing importance of
microbiomes and human health [96, 97, 98].

1.8

Properties of bioreactors and liquid cultures

In this thesis I discuss the construction of synthetic microbial communities in
liquid chemostat cultures. The models I will discuss make the assumption that
these environments are well mixed and therefore all occupants exist in approximately the same environment through which messages and interactions can
pass between cells. Chemostats are a class of bioreactor that maintain a constant rate of dilution with fresh media, while removing culture liquid at the same
rate [99]. The culture volume therefore remains constant. Dilution rates also
apply a selective pressure for growth fitness, exacerbating competitive exclusion dynamics. Periodic dilutions can be used to mimic dilution dynamics in
the gut microbiome environment [100]. Dilution in a liquid environment has a
negative effect on the concentration of all extracellular species in addition to cell
populations.

Spatial structure can play an important role in the behaviour of microbial communities. Microfluidic devices have been developed that enable batch, chemostat
and turbidostat cultures [101, 102]. They can be seen to establish local mi-
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croenvironments that are similar to those observed in solid state biofilms [103].
In some cases trap-like structures are essential for generating a critical cell
density and ensuring short diffusion distances [51].

1.9

Aims

This thesis will focus on the computational design of microbial communities. I
aim to demonstrate methods that help us design synthetic microbial communities with specified population dynamics. In addition to identifying high performing designs for wet lab construction, I will compare candidate models and
identify design rules to help us understand what enables communities to form. I
will also investigate how experimental parameters can be tuned to change the
type of population dynamic or community composition.

Chapter 2: I provide background information on the Bayesian methods and
an introduction to model formalisms I use throughout this thesis.

Chapter 3: I investigate the formation of two strain synthetic communities in
which only one strain is engineered. I aim to identify critical parameters that can
change the population dynamics to either stable steady state or oscillations. I
also aim to compare the use of bacteriocins and intracellular toxins and show
the most promising system designs for achieving stable steady state when engineering just one strain.

Chapter 4: I explore two and three strain synthetic microbial communities
that use bacteriocins and quorum sensing to engineer competitive and pseudocooperative interactions. I aim to identify top performing models in two and
three strain model spaces and develop methods that uncover interaction motifs
that are associated with the stability or instability of these synthetic communities.

Chapter 5: I investigate the existence of chaotic behaviour in small ecologi-
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cal and synthetic microbial communities. I aim to identify critical parameters
that differentiate stable and chaotic behaviours.

Chapter 6: I provide an overview of the thesis and the implications this work
has on direction of future research.

1.10

Contributions to publications

Behzad D. Karkaria, Alex J.H. Fedorec, and Chris P. Barnes. “Automated design
of synthetic microbial communities”. In: Nature Communications 12.1 (Dec.
2021), pp. 1–12
All authors contributed to the idea conception and methodologies. Myself
and Alex Fedorec developed the mathematical models. I wrote the initial
manuscript, all authors contributed to editing and revisions. I developed
the software and performed analysis of data, this work is shown in Chapter 4.
Alex Fedorec, Behzad Karkaria, Michael Sulu, and Chris Barnes. “Single strain
control of microbial consortia”. In: bioRxiv (Dec. 2019), p. 2019.12.23.887331
I contributed to the analysis and methodologies in this paper which can be
found in Chapter 3. The project was conceptualised by Alex Fedorec and
Chris Barnes. Methods were developed by Alex Fedorec, myself, Mike
Sulu and Chris Barnes. Writing reviewing and editing was performed by
all authors.
B.D. Karkaria, N.J. Treloar, C.P. Barnes, and A.J.H. Fedorec. “From Microbial
Communities to Distributed Computing Systems”. In: Frontiers in Bioengineering and Biotechnology 8 (2020)
All authors contributed to writing this review. My contributions focused on
the limitations of monocultures in synthetic biology and the challenges in
designing and implementing distributed synthetic biological systems.

Chapter 2

Methods

2.1

Bayesian inference

Let θ ∈ Θ be a sampled parameter vector with a prior π(θ). Given an objective
of x0 , where x0 exists in the solution space, x0 ∈ D. We define the likelihood
function for the objective behaviour as f (x0 |θ). The likelihood is also a measure
of the objective behaviour. Bayes’ theorem gives us the posterior distribution of

θ that exists for the objective x0 .
π(θ|x0 ) =

f (x0 |θ)π(θ)
π(x0 )

We can rewrite π(x0 ) where a and b represent the lower and upper bounds of
the parameter value:

Z
π(x0 ) =

b

Z

a

b

f (x0 |θ)π(θ)dθ

f (x0 , θ)dθ =
a

The posterior distribution informs us of the parameter distribution that gives rise
to the objective:

π(θ|x0 ) = R b
a

f (x0 |θ)π(θ)
f (x0 |θ)π(θ)dθ

Let m be a model from a vector of competing models, M , such that m ∈ M =

{m0 , m2 ...mn }. Each model has its own parameter space, allowing us to define
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a joint space, (m, θ) ∈ M × ΘM . We can write Bayes’ theorem in the context of
a model space:

f (x0 |m)π(m)
f (x0 |m0 )π(m0 )dm0
M

π(m|x0 ) = R

Since the M is discrete, we can rewrite this as

f (x0 |m)π(m)
0
0
M f (x0 |m )π(m )

π(m|x0 ) = P

The marginal likelihood of the model, f (x0 |m), is the expectation of the likelihood function taken over the model parameter prior distribution. It measures a
model’s fit:

Z
f (x0 |m) =

π(θ|m)f (x0 |θ, m)dθ
Θ

2.2

Approximate Bayesian computation

Writing the likelihood function, f (x0 |θ), in terms of summary statistics can be
difficult. We bypass this and approximate the posterior by generating data from
a model. We can sample a parameter vector from the prior, θ∗ ∼ π(θ), which
is simulated to yield a data vector, x ∗ . This can be written as a conditional,

x ∗ ∼ f (x|θ∗ ), which also gives the joint density, π(θ, x). In order to obtain the
posterior distribution that satisfies our objective behaviour, x0 , we apply a conditional to define whether a generated data vector, x ∗ belongs to the objective x0 .

If x = x0 :

π(θ|x, x0 ) =

π(θ)f (x|θ)
π(θ)f (x|θ)dxdθ

Else:

π(θ|x, x0 ) = 0
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Let ρ(x, x0 ) be a distance function that compares a simulation to the objective.
Using distance thresholds (), we can define values below which the distance
is acceptably small. We can redefine π(θ|x, x0 ) in the context of thresholds to
obtain an approximation of the posterior.

If ρ(x, x0 ) < :

π (θ|x, x0 ) =

π(θ)f (x|θ)
π(θ)f (x|θ)dxdθ

Else:

π (θ|x, x0 ) = 0
The smaller  is and the larger the number of simulations conducted, the more
accurate the representation of the true posterior will be. We can write this
marginal posterior distribution as

π(θ∗ |ρ(x ∗ , x0 )) ≤  ≈ π(θ|x0 )

2.2.1

ABC rejection algorithm

The most basic ABC algorithm is the ABC rejection algorithm (Algorithm 1).
Particles refer to a model and vector of parameters necessary to simulate the
model. The ABC rejection algorithm repeatedly samples particles from the prior
distribution, π(m, θ), generating data by simulation and testing for it’s representation of an objective data. Particles that are able to reproduce the objective
data are accepted. By repeating this process we build a population of accepted
particles that represent the posterior distribution for the objective.

2.2.2

Model selection with ABC SMC

The rejection algorithm can produce a very low acceptance rate if the prior distribution is very different to the posterior distribution. ABC with sequential Monte
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Algorithm 1: Model selection with ABC rejection
Initialisation
Set distance threshold, F
Set population size, N
Set population particle count, i
2: Sample particle, consisting of a model (m) and parameters (θ )
Sample θ∗ (m∗ ) from prior distribution, π(m, θ)
3: Simulate particle, x ∗ ∼ f (x|θ ∗ , m∗ )
If ρ(x ∗ , x0 ) > F , reject particle and go to 2
If ρ(x ∗ , x0 ) < F , accept particle, add θ∗ , m∗ to population {θ(m∗ )i }
1:

If i = N Return {θ(m∗ )i }

i =i +1
go to 2

Carlo (ABC SMC) takes the strategy of approaching the posterior distribution
through a series of intermediate distributions, each of which more closely resemble the posterior than the previous (Algorithm 2) [106]. Particles are first
sampled from the prior distribution and accepted according an intermediate
threshold t . Accepted particles are weighted using importance sampling. The
next population is sampled from the previous, and a new threshold is generated
that is closer to the final threshold, F . This process is repeated until we reach a
distance threshold of F . ABC SMC is highly parallel, allowing us to take advantage of high performance computing resources. We discuss each component of
the ABC SMC algorithm in more detail in this Section.

Particle weighting
The weight of each particle determines the probability it will be sampled in the
next population. For the first population, particles are given an equal weighting.
Subsequent particles are weights are defined by the probability of that particle
being sampled. Where t is the current population and t − 1 is the previous
population, the weight of a particles, wti :

wti = PN

j=1

π(θ∗∗ )
j
i
Kt (θt−1
|θ∗∗ )
wt−1
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The denominator represents the probability of observing the current particle
given the previous population of particles. The weights of a population of N
particles, sums to 1.
Perturbation kernel
A kernel is used to perturb parameters of particles, accounting for the distribution of each parameter in the previous population [106]. In these experiments
we use a component-wise gaussian perturbation kernel [107, 108]. This produces a random walk from a particle of the previous population to a particle of
the next population:

Kt (θ|θ∗ ) = N (θ∗ , 2x)
Where, x , is the variance of the previous population:

x = σ(θt−1 )2
Updating 
At the end of each population of ABC SMC, the distance threshold t is updated
to approach the final population, F . The quantile parameter, α, is defined. The
distances of the population are sorted in ascending order and the distance at
quantile, α is used as the threshold for the next population. If t < F , we set

t = F , marking the next population as the final population.
Particle simulation
All simulations discussed in this thesis are using ODE models. I use the Rosenbrock 4 error stepper (suited to stiff ODE systems) implemented as part of the
Boost C++ library ([109] to solve these. OpenMP was used to enable simulation
of particles in parallel [110].

2.2.3

Bayes factor

The Bayes factor can be used to help us interpret how much better (or worse)
one model is than the other. Given two models, m1 and m2 , the Bayes factor is
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm for model selection with ABC SMC
Initialisation
Set population indicator, t = 0
Set t
Set final epsilon, F
Set population size, N
Set population particle count, i
Set distance threshold quantile, α
2: Sample particle, consisting of a model (m) and parameters (θ ):
If t = 0, sample θ∗∗ (m∗ ) from prior distribution, π(m, θ)
If t > 0, sample θ∗ (m∗ ) from previous distribution {θ(m∗ )it−1 } with weights
1:

w (m∗ )t−1

Perturb particle
If t > 0, perturb particle using perturbation kernel Kt , yielding perturbed
particle θ∗∗ (m∗ )
4: Simulate particle, x ∗ ∼ f (x|θ ∗ , m∗ )
If ρ(x ∗ , x0 ) > t , reject particle and go to 2
If ρ(x ∗ , x0 ) < t , accept particle, add θ∗∗ , m∗ to population {θ(m∗ )it }
5: Set accepted particle weight
Particle weight, w , is set to 1 for the initial population. For subsequent
populations, the weight of a particle is equal to the probability of observing
the particle given the prior, divided by the probability of observing the
particle given the previous population.
3:

wti =

π(θ∗∗ )
j
i
∗∗
j=1 wt−1 Kt (θt−1 |θ )

PN

i =i +1
If i < N go to 2
6:

Population full
Normalise population particle weights
If t == F , return {θ(m∗ )it } and wt , the approximation of the posterior
distribution
Prepare next population
Set i = 0
Set t = t + 1
Update the distance threshold as a function of the distances in the
population, d and the threshold quantile, α, t = fe (α, d)
go to 2
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calculated as

BF =

P(m1 |x)/P(m2 |x)
P(m1 )/P(m2 )

P(mi ) is the prior, and P(mi |x) is the posterior probability. Given uniform priors,
P(mi ) = 1/M , where M is the number of models, we can simplify to
BF =

P(m1 |x)
P(m2 |x)

The Bayes factor is a measure the support for m1 relative to m2 . It accounts
for the number of parameters, or complexity of the two models. The Bayes
factor allows us to directly compare the weight of evidence for and against the
two models and has the advantage that it can be used to compare non nested
models. Two Bayes factors can be compared directly, since they both represent
evidence in favour of the model [106, 111]. We therefore use Bayes factors to
directly compare the ability of two models to represent the objective population
behaviour. Table 2.1 gives us a guide for interpreting the BF .
Bayes factor (BF )
value
1 to 3
3 to 20
20 to 150

> 150

Evidence against m2
(in favour of m1 )
Very weak
Positive
Strong
Very strong

Table 2.1: Bayes factor interpretation to describe evidence in favour of m1 , compared
with m2 . [111]

2.3

Dynamical systems modelling

Dynamical systems modelling aims to simulate multiple interacting components,
evolving the state of a system through time. By integrating knowledge about
the behaviour of individual components and the interfaces through which they
interact, we can predict the evolution of a system from a given state over time.
Throughout this thesis I use deterministic ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
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models to describe dynamical systems in continuous time. In each section I
discuss the equations used, however, since the Hill formalism is frequently used
I will discuss it in more detail here.

2.3.1

The Hill formalism

The Hill equation is commonly used in modelling biological systems [112].
It captures interactions applicable to modelling receptor-ligand reactions and
drug-dose responses [113]. It can also be used to model activators and repressors of gene expression, and substrate limited bacterial growth. Cooperativity
describes systems that contain more than one binding site. The Hill equation
is a deterministic description of molecular collision dynamics. The stochastic
nature of these dynamics can modelled be using the Gillespie algorithm [114].
However, since I am investigating populations of cells in a bioreactor on the
macro scale, I assume the impact of stochastic molecular collision to be negligible.

Figure 2.1 shows the behaviour of the Hill equation for different levels of cooperativity, n. As n increases the change in rate that occurs with a change in
substrate becomes more switch-like. Figure 2.1a shows the Hill function of a
reaction that is activated or induced by a substrate. The rate of reaction,

dP
,
dt

has a maximal rate of Vmax . The rate of the reaction is induced by the substrate, S , which binds with a cooperativity of n. K is the dissociation constant,
representing the concentration of S which produces a half-maximal response:

dP
Sn
= Vmax n
dt
K + Sn
If the reaction were to be repressed by the substrate (Figure 2.1b), the Hill function takes the form of:

dP
1
= Vmax n
dt
K + Sn
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a

dP/dt

1.0 (Vmax)

0.5

Vmax / 2
K

0.0

n=1
n=2
n=4

b

dP/dt

1.0 (Vmax)

0.5

0.0

Vmax / 2
K
0.0

1.0

n

2.0

3.0

Figure 2.1: Illustration of Hill function for varying cooperativity, n. S is a substrate that
either induces or represses the reaction dP
dt . a Hill function for activator or inducible
system b Hill function for repressive system.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the behaviour of the Hill function for induction and repression. In this thesis I frequently use the Hill formalism to describe the regulation
of gene expression.

The Monod equation takes the same form as the Hill equation and is used
to describe bacterial population growth.

dN
dt

describes the rate of population

change, µmax describes the maximal cell growth rate and S is the concentration
of the limiting nutrient species KS required form growth. KS is the concentration
of S that produces a half-maximal growth rate. I use the Monod equation for
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growth throughout this thesis:

dN
= µN
dt
µ = µmax

S
K +S
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Chapter 3

Single strain control of a two strain
co-culture

3.1

Introduction and motivation

In this Chapter I begin with the analysis of a system constructed in Barnes group
that can overcome competitive exclusion and create a sustained two strain coculture by engineering only one strain.

The introduction of a new species into an existing environment requires the
establishment of a niche in which the new species is not out competed by the
existing population or overgrowing to dominate the environment. This can be
achieved if the introduced strain regulates growth of itself and or other species
in the environment. Importantly, the existing species in the microbiome are unlikely to be accessible for engineering. Therefore, only the introduced species
must be autonomous in its ability to establish a niche and maintain itself within
an network of other species. Evidence suggests that ecological networks as a
whole can be controlled through actuation of a small subset of members [78].
The ability to introduce persistent engineered strains into existing natural microbial networks is a first step towards controlling such networks, which will be of
interest to the growing therapeutic microbiome field [97, 115].
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Sustained Populations by Community Killing (SPoCK), designed by Alex Fedorec (Barnes lab), is a system that is intended as a minimal proof of principle
for engineered niche establishment. An illustration of SPoCK is shown in Figure 3.1a. SPoCK is designed to autonomously regulate the density of a faster
growing partner strain through amensal interactions, without driving it to extinction. If unengineered, the faster growing strain would drive the other to
extinction, following the competitive exclusion principle [32]. SPoCK uses quorum sensing (QS) to regulate the production of microcin V (MccV), a class
IIa bacteriocin [54]. MccV is secreted by E. coli, only becoming active once
exported from the cell to the extracellular environment [116]. MccV enters sensitive cells via siderophore receptors, forming membrane channels that produce
a bactericidal effect [117].

MccV is produced by the killer strain, X , killing the competitor strain, C , which
is not producing the cognate immunity gene. The expression is regulated by
the Lux QS system in a negative density dependent manner. Figure 3.1b summarises the circuits. The concentration of arabinose in the media determines
activity at the pBAD promoter, which regulates the expression of LuxI, a acyl
homoserine lactone (AHL) synthase. LuxI produces 3OC6-HSL which I refer to
as AHL. AHL activates transcription at the pLux promoter, controlling expression
of tetR. TetR represses expression of MccV at the pLtetO-1 promoter. Together
this circuit regulates the expression of MccV in a negative population density
dependent manner. When X is at a high density, the population output of AHL
is high, repressing the production of MccV. When X is at low population density,
AHL output by the population is low, allowing MccV to be expressed. The external control of arabinose concentration allows us to tune the expression of LuxI
and therefore control AHL production rates in the chemostat. The competitor
strain must have a faster growth rate than the killer strain, allowing it to recover.
As such, SPoCK relies upon a balance between the negative force on X via
competitive exclusion, and the regulated negative force upon C via MccV to
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a
X

C

b
pBAD

luxI

tetR

pLux

Arabinose

pLtetO-1

mccV

TetR
AHL

LuxR-AHL

MccV

Figure 3.1: Illustration of fundamental interactions in SPoCK system and the promoters used to control key parts. a. Shows an overview of interactions and extracellular
species. Aarabinose is supplied externally in the chemostat. Nx produces AHL (pink),
which is diffusible between cells and the environment. MccV is produced exported by
Nx and has an amensal affect on Nc . b. Shows the promoters used to control each
gene in the circuit used to engineer Nx .

produce a sustained community. Given these interactions, SPoCK is predicted
to be capable of producing both oscillatory and stable steady state dynamics.

In this Chapter I build a mathematical representation of SPoCK in an chemostat
environment and define summary statistics to classify stable steady state and
oscillatory population dynamics from simulation data. I then use ABC SMC, to
parametrise this model, giving us information regarding the part characteristics and experimental conditions are necessary to produce the two population
dynamics. Our findings lead us towards a model space exploration to identify
better designs for producing stable steady state, and showing us small modifications to SPoCK that could result in substantial improvements in probability of
producing stable behaviour.
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Methods
SPoCK model prior distributions

Prior distributions for the SPoCK model are shown in Table 3.1. All parameters
are sampled uniformally, parameters with the same prior min and max values
remain constant. Concentration fluorescence assays and parameter fitting of
promoter parameters was conducted by Alex Fedorec. All parameters fitted by
flow cytometry are labelled FC in the source column. The remaining parameters
are sourced from literature, or are experimental parameters.

3.2.2

Single engineered strain model space definition

In Section 3.3.4 I explore a model space consisting of a set of possible stabilising
circuits for NE , with optional expression of bacteriocin (B ) and its corresponding
immunity (I ) and toxin (T ) and its corresponding antitoxin (V ). We represent
expression options using integers. 0 constitutive, 1 induced, 2 repressed, 3 not
expressed. We can define the options for each expressed species as such.

B = 0 or 1 or 2 or 3
I = 0 or 1 or 2 or 3
T = 0 or 1 or 2 or 3
V = 1 or 2 or 3
B = 0 or 3
We restrict the engineered strain to express up to one of each Let Pc be the
number of unique part combinations, choosing one expression option for the
engineered strain in each model.

         
B
I
T
V
Q
PC =
×
×
×
×
1
1
1
1
1
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We use a series of rules to remove illegal and redundant models from the model
space. C1 is illegal if any of B , I , T or V are regulated by Q , while Q is not
expressed. C2 is illegal if I is expressed, and B is not expressed. C3 is illegal if

V is expressed and T is not expressed. C4 is illegal when Q is expressed and
none of B , I , T or V are regulated by Q . Legal part combinations are taken
by subtracting illegal combinations from the total unique part combinations. PL
is a set containing all the different ways in which the engineered strain can be
engineered. PL consists of 129 unique designs for engineering NE , forming our
model space.

C1 : (B or I or T orVi ∈ {1, 2} and Qi = 0)
C2 : (Ii ∈ {0, 1, 2} → Bi = 3)
C3 : (Vi ∈ {1, 2} → Ti = 3)
C4 : (Qi = 0 → Bi & Ii & Ti & Vi ∈
/ {1, 2})
PL = PC − (C1 ∪ C2 ∪ C3 ∪ C4 ∪ C5 )
A mathematical model is built for each candidate engineered strain in PL , in the
context of a two strain chemostat co-culture.

3.2.3

Single engineered strain model space equations

I use a generalised model framework to build candidate community designs
for the results described in Section 3.3.4. The equations for each model are
dependent upon the optional expression of species in each model. I first list the
equations together before describing them in detail.

dNE
dt
dNC
dt
dS
dt
dQ
dt

= NE (µE − ηE − ωE − D)
= NC (µC − ωC − D)
= D(S0j − Sj ) −
= kQ NE − DQ

NE µ E
NC µ C
−
γ
γ
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dt
dI
dt
dT
dt
dV
dt

ωE =
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= kB (Q)NE − DB
µE
2
µE
= kT (Q) − T
− α(T , V )
2
µE
= kV (Q) − V
− α(T , V )
2
= kI (Q) − I



0

if I constitutive,


ωmax

B nω
Kωnω +B nω

·

n
KI I
nI
KI +I nI

else

B nω
Kωnω + B nω
T nT
η = ηmax nη
Kη + T nη
S
µE = µEmax
KE + S
S
µC = µCmax
KC + S

ωC = ωmax

kB (Q) =


nB


kBmax K nBQ+Q

nB

B


n

B

kBmax nBKB n
K +Q B

if B repressed,

B




kBmax





0

kT (Q) =

if B induced,

if B constitutive,
if B not expressed,



Q nT

k
nT

T
max
KT +Q nT



nT


kTmax nTKT n
K +Q T

if T induced,
if T repressed,

T




kTmax





0

if T constitutive,
if T not expressed,
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nV



kVmax K nVQ+Q
nV


V

nV
kV (Q) = kVmax nVKV n
KV +Q V





0

kI (Q) =



Q nV

k
nI

I
max
KI +Q nI



nT


kImax nKI I n
K +Q I
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if V induced,
if V repressed,
if V not expressed,

if I induced,
if I repressed,

I




kImax





0

if I constitutive,
if I not expressed,

Growth Equations
The change in the population of the engineered strain, NE , is determined by
the concentration of nutrient, S , bacteriocin, B , immunity protein, I and toxin
proteins, T . The change in population of the unengineered competitor strain,

NC , is dependent upon the concentration of substrate and bacteriocin.
S
KE + S
S
µC = µCmax
KC + S
µE = µEmax

Detrimental effect of B and the protection provided by I are described using Hill
equations, whereby the negative effect of B is repressed by I . If the engineered
strain is constitutively expressing I , immunity is constant, therefore, ωE goes to
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0.

ωE =



0

if I constitutive,


ωmax

ωC = ωmax

B nω
Kωnω +B nω

·

n
KI I
nI
KI +I nI

else

B nω
Kωnω + B nω

The detrimental effect of T is also described as a hill function.

η = ηmax

T nT
+ T nη

n
Kη η

Bringing these functions together we can assemble differential equations describing the change in the population of a strain. The positive term being the
growth rate, and negative terms being dilution rate, killing by bacteriocin and
killing by toxin.

dNE
= NE (µE − η − ωE − D)
dt
dNC
= NC (µC − ωC − D)
dt

Nutrient species
The change in the concentration of S is dependent on consumption by NE and

NC , and dilution with fresh media. NE and NC consume S with a yield constant,
γ . The dilution term describes the continuous replenishment of nutrient with the
stock nutrient, S0 .

S = D(S0 − S) − NE

µE
µC
− NC
γ
γ

Expressed species
Quorum species, Q , is expressed at a rate that is linearly proportional to the
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engineered strain.

dQ
= kQ NE − DQ
dt
The change in concentration of B is effected by expression from strains in the
system and dilution by the chemostat environment. The form taken by kB (Q) is
dependent on the method of regulation, which varies between models.

dB
= kB (Q)NE − DB ,
dt

kB (Q) =



Q nB

k
nB

B
nB
max
K

B +Q


nB


kBmax nBKB n
K +Q B

if B induced,
if B repressed,

B




kBmax





0,

if B constitutive,
if B not expressed,

Toxin, antitoxin and immunity species (T , V and I ) are all intracellular. The environmental dilution term is replaced with an intracellular dilution term derived
from the rate of cell division of the engineered strain,

µE
2

. Toxin and antitoxin

species sequester one another, this is modelled as a linear relationship based
on the concentration of the two species. Each species has different modes of
expression which varies between the models. Constitutive expression of protective species V gives complete protection from T , we therefore discard these
models (see Model space definition). Constitutive expression of I is reflected by
changing ωE to 0.

dI
µE
= kI (Q) − I ,
dt
2


nV



kImax K nQI +Q
nI


I

nT
kI (Q) = kImax nKI I n
KI +Q I





0

if I induced,
if I repressed,
if I not expressed,

Antitoxins often neurtralise toxin activity in a ratio dependent manner. For example, the mRNA transcripts of the Hok/Sok system form a duplex which is
degraded [118]. If not degraded, the hok transcript is translated, causing cell
death. The CcdA/CcdB system is regulated at the protein level. CcdA and CcdB
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form a tight complex with one another, preventing toxic activity of CcdB [119]. In
both cases, the ratio of toxin and antitoxin expression defines the rate at which
these toxins are inhibited. The function α(T , V ) defines the rate of annihilation
of the toxin/antitoxin species, reflecting the mechanism by which both species
are neutralised upon binding.



Q nT

k
nT

T
max
KT +Q nT



nT


kTmax nTKT n
K +Q T

dT
µE
= kT (Q) − T
− α(T , V ), kT (Q) =

dt
2


kTmax





0

if T induced,
if T repressed,

T

if T constitutive,
if T not expressed,


nV


kVmax K nVQ+Q
nV


V

n
dV
µE
V
= kV (Q) − V
− α(T , V ), kV (Q) = kVmax nVKV n
V
K
+Q

dt
2
V




0

α(T , V ) = kann · T · V

if V induced,
if V repressed,
if V not expressed,
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Parameter Description
/ Species

Prior
(min)

Prior
(max)

Source

NX 0
NC 0
Q0
B0
S0

1E11
1E11
0.0
0.0
4

1E12
1E12
0.0
0.0
4

µXmax

Number of killer cells
Number of competitor cells
Initial concentration of AHL
Initial concentration of bacteriocin
Initial concentration of nutrients and input
media
Maximal growth rate of killer strain

0.4

3.0

µCmax

Maximal growth rate of competitor strain

0.4

3.0

γ
ωmax

Yield coefficient
Maximal death rate due to bacteriocin

1E12
0.5

1E12
2

kBmax
nB

Maximum expression rate of bacteriocin
Cooperativity coefficient for expression of
bacteriocin
Maximal production rate of Q
Growth saturation constant for killer strain
Growth saturation constant for competitor
strain
PLtetO-1 Shea-Ackers rate constant
PLtetO-1 Shea-Ackers rate constant
Scaling factor
GFP conversion factor
pLux Shea-Ackers rate constant
pLux Shea-Ackers rate constant
Total LuxR per cell
Disassociation constant between Q and
LuxR
Dissocation constant between arabinose
and AraC
Arabinose concentration
pBAD Shea-Ackers rate constant
pBAD Shea-Ackers rate constant
pBAD Shea-Ackers rate constant
Total AraC

1E-22
1

1E-19
2

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
M9 media
[120,
121]
[120,
121]
[122]
[123,
124,
125]
[126]
[127]

1E-22
1.5E-5
1.5E-5

1E-15
1.5E-5
1.5E-5

FC
[128]
[128]

0
0
2500
0.1
1.5E-4
2500
2E-5
3E-8

5000
100
5000
0.1
4E-4
5000
1E-4
8E-8

FC
FC
FC
FC
FC
FC
FC
FC

0.002

0.010

FC

0

1E-2
0.08
5000
50000
1E-4

N/A
FC
FC
FC
FC

kQmax
KX
KC
K1T
K2T
TFmax
C TF
K1L
K2L
L0
KdQ
KdG
G
K1B
K2B
K3B
A0

0.0
800
1000
2E-5

Table 3.1: Uniform priors used for the Shea-Ackers SPoCK model for parameter sampling and initial species values.

KB
KI
KT
KV
Kη
nη
kBmax
kImax
kTmax
kVmax
nB
nI
nT
nV
kQ
kann

2
1e −7
1e −7
1e −7
1e −7
1e −16
2
1e −19
1e −19
1e −19
1e −19
2
2
2
2
1e −19
30

1e −9
1e −9
1e −9
1e −9
1e −21
1
1e −21
1e −21
1e −21
1e −21
2
2
2
2
1e −20
30

0.5
3
3
1e 12
4
2
2
1e −7
2
2

Upper
bound

2

0.01
0.4
0.4
1e 12
4
0.5
0.5
1e −12
1
2

Lower
bound

distribu-

Log uniform
Log uniform
Log uniform
Log uniform
Log uniform
Uniform
Log uniform
Log uniform
Log uniform
Log uniform
Constant
Constant
Constant
Constant
Log uniform
Constant

Constant

Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Constant
Constant
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Constant

Prior
tion

Table 3.2: Prior parameter distributions used for the exploration of the single engineered strain model space.

Dilution rate
Maximum growth rate of engineered strain
Maximum growth rate of competitor strain
Yield coefficient
Concentration of S in input media
Maximal death rate due to bacteriocin
Maximal death rate due to toxin
Concentration of B at which killing rate is half-maximal
Cooperativity coefficient for detrimental effect of bacteriocin
Concentration of S at which growth of engineered strain is halfmaximal
Concentration of S at which growth of engineered strain is halfmaximal
Concentration of Q at which expression of bacteriocin is half-maximal
Concentration of Q at which expression of immunity is half-maximal
Concentration of Q at which expression of toxin is half-maximal
Concentration of Q at which expression of anti-toxin is half-maximal
Concentration of T at which repression of growth is half-maximal
Cooperativity coefficient for detrimental effect of toxin
Maximum expression rate of bacteriocin
Maximum expression rate of immunity
Maximum expression rate of toxin
Maximum expression rate of anti-toxin
Cooperativity coefficient for expression of bacteriocin
Cooperativity coefficient for expression of immunity
Cooperativity coefficient for expression of toxin
Cooperativity coefficient for expression of anti-toxin
Production rate of Q
Rate of toxin anti-toxin annihilation

D
µEmax
µCmax
γ
S0
ωmax
ηmax
Kω
nω
KE

KC

Description

Parameter

M−1 h−1
M−1 h−1

M
M
M
M
M
M−1 h−1
M−1 h−1
M−1 h−1
M−1 h−1
M−1 h−1

gL−1

gL−1

h−1
h−1
h−1
cell g−1
g L−1
h−1
h−1
M−1

Unit
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Results
A chemostat model of SPoCK

In order to investigate this system we build a model describing the circuit introduced to the killer strain, and its interactions with the competitor strain in a
chemostat bioreactor. NX and NC are the population densities of the killer and
competitor strains respectively. The growth rates of each strain, µX and µC ,
are described using Monod dynamics, accounting for the concentration of limiting nutrients in the chemostat, S , which is consumed by each strain, creating a
competition interaction. The chemostat dilution rate, D , imposes a constant rate
of removal of cells and all other extracellular species. D also defines the rate
of replenishment of nutrients from a stock concentration, S0 , capturing the behaviour of a chemostat bioreactor. The competitor strain is negatively affected
by the concentration of bacteriocin MccV, B , which produces an amensal effect
described by ω .

dNX
dt
dNC
dt
dS
dt
dB
dt
dQ
dt

= (µX − D)X
= (µC − D − ω)C
= D(S0 − S) −

µX X
µC C
−
γX
γC

= PT kBmax X − DB
= PB kQmax NX − DQ

µXmax S
KX + S
µCmax S
µC =
KC + S

µX =

ω = ωmax

B nω
Kωnω + B nω

The expression rate of MccV per cell is the output of the regulatory network engineered into NX , it uses three promoters with different mechanisms of regulation
(Figure 3.2). The Shea-Ackers formalism is a statistical thermodynamic model
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used to describe the activity of promoters [129]. It enables us to account for the
mechanism of promoter action, according to the different numbers of binding
sites for activation or repression (Figure 3.2).

PLtetO-1 controls the expression of mccV. The promoter has two binding sites
for repression by free TetR (TF ), yielding a total of five possible states of the promoter by different substrate-site binding combinations (Figure 3.2a.). The free
TetR per cell is assumed to be proportional to the activity of the promoter pLux
(PL ). TFmax describes the proportional relationship and CTF acts as a scaling
variable to convert from measured GFP to molecules when fitting to fluoresence
data.

PT =

1 + K1T

K1T
+ 2K2T TF + K22T TF2

TF = PL TFmax CTF
pLux activity (PL ) controls the expression of TetR (TF ). Expression at pLux is
induced by a dimer of AHL-LuxR complexes (LB ) (Figure 3.2c.). The formation
of the LuxR-AHL complex is described using a Hill function, where Q is the
concentration of AHL.

K1L + K2L LB
1 + K1L + K2L LB
Q nQ
LB = L0
KdQ + Q nQ
PL =
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pBAD activity (PB ) controls the expression of LuxI, which in turn synthesises
AHL (Q ). pBAD expression can be induced by binding of the AraC-arabinose
complex (AB ), or repressed by binding of free AraC (AF ) (Figure 3.2b.). The
formation of AraC-arabinose complex is dependent upon the concentration of
arabinose, G , and free AraC, AF . The model assumes that arabinose concentration is constant and evenly distributed throughout the chemostat timecourse.

K1B + K2B AB
1 + K1B + K2B AB + K3B AF
G nG
AB = AF nG
KdG + G nG
PB =

AF = A0 − AB
Data from concentration fluorescence assays was used to estimate uniform parameter ranges for description of promoter behaviour. Remaining parameters
are informed from literature (Table 3.1)

3.3.2

Classifying stable steady state and oscillatory population dynamics

To perform ABC SMC for both stable steady state and oscillatory dynamics, I
built distance functions that define these two objectives.

Stable steady state objective
For the stable steady state objective I used two distance functions for each strain
in the system. ds1 is the standard deviation of the signal, intended to remove
slowly dampening oscillations and favour those that reach stable steady state
quickly. ds2 is the final gradient of each strain in a simulation, capturing the fundamental feature of stable steady state. The final distance threshold, s , was
chosen qualitatively from simulation plots that appeared to meet stable steady
state requirements. An additional rejection of simulations whose final strain values are less than 104 was also applied, capturing what could reasonably be
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O2
RNAP
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O2

I1

I2

AraC-arabinose
AraC
LuxR-AHL

O1

O2

TetR

Figure 3.2: Illustrations of the promoters used in the SPoCK system. Each possible
state of the promoter is represented by a term in the Shea-Ackers formalism. a. pLtetO1 is repressed by TetR at two possible binding sites, O1 or O2 . b. pBAD is induced by
an AraC-arabinose complex at I1 , I2 . Free AraC will form a loop, blocking RNAP access
and repressing transcription. c. pLux is induced by binding of a by a dimer of AHL-LuxR
complexes and contains no repressing mechanism.

detected using flow cytometry.

ds1 = σ(N)
ds2 = |∆N(t − 1)|
s = {500, 25000}
I attempted to use more traditional measures of asymptotic stability that use the
eigenvalues of the linearised system. However, I found that this often resulted
in rejections of simulations that appeared stable in practical terms considering
the time frame being assessed. The summary statistics used allow us to define
qualitatively stable systems that may or may not be asymptotically stable.
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Oscillatory objective
For the oscillatory objective I first use Fourier transform of the population signal
to find the maximum frequency, f , and convert this to the period, T.

T = 1/f
I set a minimum period of t/2 where t is the simulation time, giving us do1 . Any
simulations in which T < t/2, do1 is set to 0, this distance ensures that all we
have frequencies of oscillations that are on a scale relevant to the time period
being measured. It was found that using the signal frequency alone resulted in
acceptance of many simulations with very small oscillations, or simulations that
rapidly dampen. I therefore generated two additional distances that account for
oscillation amplitudes to select for sustained oscillations only. We can define the
number of expected peaks in the simulation, p .

p=

t
T

Peaks in the trajectory are identified by changes from a positive gradient to a
negative gradient, and troughs via changes from negative gradient to positive
gradient. The peak-to-peak amplitudes are calculated by differences between
consecutive peaks and troughs. AK is the number of amplitudes above the
threshold, K = 1e11. do2 is the difference between the number of expected
oscillations in the simulation, and the count of above threshold oscillations. Because incomplete oscillations at the time the simulation ends can impact the
distance measurement, I set a lenient final distance threshold for do2 . do3 compares the final amplitude AF in the simulation to the threshold. I set do3 = 0 if
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0

do = {0, 0, 0}

do = {7e5, 5e3, 8e6}

ds = {2e8, 4e7}

ds = {15, 9e10}

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
Time (h)

Accepted
oscillatory
objective

c

Accepted
stable
objective

a
do = {2e8, 4e7, 2e11}
ds = {0, 0}

b
c

Figure 3.3: Illustration of distances calculated for the oscillatory and stable steady state
objectives. a. Shows a limit cycle oscillation. b. Shows a dampened oscillation. c.
Shows a steady steady state simulation.

do3 > K .
do1 = |T − t/2|
do2 = |AK − p|
do3 = |AF − K |
O = {0.0, 2.5, 0.0}
Figure 3.3 Shows three example trajectories for a single strain and the resulting
distances that are calculated for the oscillatory (do ) and stable steady state (dS )
objectives. Figure 3.3b shows a dampened oscillation which is rejected by both
objectives, while Figure 3.3a and c are examples of accepted simulations for the
oscillatory and stable steady state objectives respectively.
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Parameterisation of SPoCK for oscillatory and stable
steady state objectives

I performed ABC SMC for both objectives oscillatory and stable steady state
objectives. We can use the outputs of ABC SMC to understand the parameter
distributions that give rise to each population dynamic, and identify key parameters that determine the kind of behaviour that arises. The chemostat and genetic
circuit design offers us several parameters that can be controlled directly. The
dilution rate (D ), arabinose concentration (G ), initial population number for the
killer strain (NX 0 ) and the competitor strain (NC 0 ) are all controllable parameters
that can be set at the start of each wet lab experiment with relative ease. Previously published evidence shows that strain growth rates (µXmax , µCmax ) can be
manipulated independently through the use of auxotrophic strains and defined
media [130]. Tuneable metabolic load has also been demonstrated as a method
of dynamically limiting the growth rate of a population [131]. The choice of E.
coli base strains also gives us flexibility in defining different growth rates [132].

Figure 3.4 shows posterior parameter distributions of these six tunable parameters for both the stable steady state (blue) and oscillatory (red) objectives, and
the correlation coefficients for parameter pairs. We can use these distributions
to identify critical parameters in achieving the desired behaviour. As previously
mentioned, I suspected that the growth rate of the NC must be greater than
that of NX , allowing the competitor strain to recover once NX reaches a density
sufficient to inhibit MccV production. This is shown for the oscillatory objective
where the distributions show the maximal growth rates µXmax to be lower than

µCmax . For the stable steady state objective, the two strain maximal growth rates
are highly correlated and show very similar distributions. µCmax and µXmax have a
linear relationship for producing stable steady state. The concentration of arabinose, G , is tightly constrained to low levels for the stable steady state objective.
Low arabinose concentration results in unregulated constitutive expression of
MccV. The initial population densities for both objectives favour low densities of
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Stable steady state
Oscillations
D
D

0.04
-0.17

0.02
-0.25

0.13
-0.10

0.03
0.01

-0.06
-0.05

�µxXmax
max

0.99
0.75

0.01
0.03

-0.03
0.07

0.01
0.00

max
�µc
Cmax

0.01
0.05

-0.02
0.07

0.00
0.02

G
LB

0.01
0.02

0.12
0.075

NXX0

-0.05
-0.01
NCC0

Figure 3.4: 1D and 2D parameter distributions of six tunable parameters of the SPoCK
model for stable steady state (blue) and oscillatory (red) objectives. The upper right half
of the plot shows the Pearson’s correlation coefficient for the two objectives. Limits of
each plot are defined by the prior distribution boundaries shown in Table 3.1.

NX and higher densities of NC . The distributions also show us the dilution rate
is important for producing both oscillatory and stable steady state behaviour.
Arabinose concentration and chemostat dilution rates are the two experimental
parameters that can be most easily changed. I wanted to investigate the importance of these two parameters for achieving the two behaviours. I performed
Latin hypercube sampling across a range of arabinose and dilution rates (Figure 3.5), all other parameters were sampled from the prior distributions. At each
grid reference 1000 simulations were performed [133]. Each simulation is classified as oscillatory, stable or neither, according to whether the simulation met
the previously discussed distance criteria for oscillatory objective, stable steady
state objective or neither. Figure 3.5 shows the proportion of representation at
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Proportion
oscillatory

Proportion
stable

Arabinose concentration (M)

0.05

0.002

1e-3
0.04

0.0016

0.03

0.0012

0.02

0.0008

0.01

0.0004

7.4e-4
4.7e-4
2.1e-4
0.0
0.0

0.1

0.225 0.35 0.475

Dilution rate (hr )
-1

0.00

0.0

0.1

0.225 0.35 0.475

Dilution rate (hr-1)

0.0

Figure 3.5: Latin hypercube sampling of arabinose concentration (G ) and dilution rate
(D ) parameters for oscillatory (left) and stable steady state (right) objectives. At each
grid reference, G and D are sampled uniformly from between the grid intervals. All remaining parameters are sampled from the prior distributions shown in Table 3.1. 1000
simulations conducted at each grid, each simulation is categorised as either oscillatory, stable or neither. The proportion of classifications for the oscillatory and stable
objectives are shown.

each grid reference for the oscillatory and stable steady state objectives. We
see that SPoCK has a greater probability of producing oscillations compared
to stable behaviour. This could be a reflection of the higher parameter correlation between µXmax and µCmax required for stable behaviour, as shown in
Figure 3.4. Figure 3.5 also highlights that this design shows an indifference
to arabinose concentration for the oscillatory objective, as we also saw in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.5 gives us a starting point for dilution rates to use for wet lab
experimentation aiming for an oscillatory behaviour. For the stable steady state
objective however, this does not provide us with sufficient information to guide
wet lab strategy regarding setting the dilution rate and arabinose concentration.
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Comparing new designs for single strain control of stable steady state communities

While SPoCK was expected to be a good design for both oscillatory and stable
behaviour, our results suggested stable behaviour would be much harder to
achieve. This led an interest in comparing different possible designs that could
be used to stabilise a co-culture by engineering a single strain. I expanded
the tools available to regulate growth by including toxin/antitoxin (TA) systems.
Previous studies have shown that TA systems can be used to regulate growth
through intra- and inter-population interactions [134, 135, 63]. TA systems generally consist of a toxin protein and a corresponding antitoxin protein. Under
normal growth in nature, antitoxins form stable complexes with the toxin, disabling their inhibitory effect. Under stress conditions, antitoxin concentration
falls resulting in inhibition of growth which can culminate in cell death [136].
Toxin CcdB has previously been coupled with quorum sensing to regulate population growth in a monoculture [134]. Balagaddé et al. demonstrated the use
of QS for regulating expression of both CcdB and its corresponding antitoxin,
CcdA, to implement predator-prey-like interactions [63].

Given a set of parts including QS, bacteriocin, toxins and their respective immunity and antitoxins components, we are presented with a number of ways in
which we could engineer a strain. I constructed a model space of candidate
designs that can be built by combining these parts, and compare their ability
to produce stable steady state communities. The engineered population (NE )
can optionally express bacteriocin (B ), its corresponding immunity (I ), toxin (T )
and its corresponding antitoxin (V ). Section 3.2.2 describes the series of steps
taken to construct the model space while excluding redundant models. The
model space consists of 129 candidates. The generalised equations used to
describe each candidate are described completely in Section 3.2.3, however,
I would like to draw attention to some changes and simplifications from the
previous Section where only SPoCK is modelled. Since we are moving away
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from a parametrising a constructed circuit with defined promoters, I replaced
the Shea-Ackers formalism with a generalised Hill function. Immunity protein,
toxin and antitoxin are all intracellular species, they are therefore not subject to
dilution from the chemostat. Instead they are subject to dilution that occurs due
to cell growth and division.

I refined the distance functions used from the previous Section by adding a
third distance to define the minimum population level at the end of the simulation, ds3 , rather than simply rejecting them. The minimum threshold for the final
population density is increased to enforce a composition that yields comparable
representation for both strains.

ds1 = σ(N)
ds2 = |∆N(t − 1)|
ds3 =

1
N(t − 1)

s = {500, 25000, 10−10 }
I performed model selection with ABC SMC for a stable steady state objective.
Figure 3.6 shows the posterior probability for each model in the model space.
The posterior probability shows that m52 is the model with the highest posterior
probability. It consists of a QS repressed antitoxin (V ), bacteriocin (B ) and
immunity (I ) expression, and a QS induced toxin (Figure 3.6b). m52 utilises all
five possible expressed species available. The top 10 performing models all
express both toxins and bacteriocins to achieve stability. Models that do not
express a bacteriocin all produced a posterior probability of zero. The red line
across Figure 3.6a marks the line where the Bayes’ Factor (BF) relative to m52
equals 3. All models below this line show BF > 3.0, indicating positive evidence
in favour of m52 , whereas above the line BF < 3.0, indicates weak evidence in
favour of m52 . mSPoCK is shown in Figure 3.6, containing the same interactions
as in Figure 3.1. NE produces AHL which represses bacteriocin expression.
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Figure 3.6: Posterior distribution of the model space of single engineered species for
the stable steady state co-culture behaviour. a. Shows the posterior probability of each
model in descending order, models with a posterior probability of zero are not shown.
The colour of each bar refers to the number of parts expressed in each model. Error
bars indicate the standard deviation across three replicates. The red line indicates a
Bayes’ factor of 3.0 relative to m52 . All models below this like have a Bayes’ factor
greater than 3.0, indicating evidence in favour of the top model. b. Shows the system
designs for m52 , m65 and mSPoCK .
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The immunity gene is expressed constitutively, therefore the bacteriocin has no
amensal effect upon NE . mSPoCK is above the BF = 3.0 line, indicating there is
weak evidence that we should prefer to build m52 rather than mSPoCK . m65 is the
highest performing model that uses bacteriocins only, it’s design is very similar
to mSPoCK while also showing a substantial improvement in posterior probability.

m65 produces AHL which represses both bacteriocin and immunity expression.
The genetic step from mSPoCK to m65 requires the promoter controlling immunity
expression to be changed from constitutive to repressible by QS. The model
selection experiment gives us a clear direction in which to develop the SPoCK
circuit’s ability to produce stable behaviours. However, in order to understand
why this change in promoter improves the stability of the circuit we need to look
at the posterior parameter distributions of the two models.

Figure 3.7 shows the posterior distributions of some parameters I want to draw
attention to for mSPoCK and m65 . Reflecting what I saw in Figure3.4, mSPoCK
requires highly correlated maximal growth rates (µEmax andµCmax ) for the stable
objective m65 shows a similarly high correlation. Both also show the posteriors
of µCmax to be higher than that of µEmax , reflecting the expected requirement
of the competitor strain to out compete the killer strain under normal growth
conditions. The distributions of KB and Kω highlight an important difference
between the two models. KB describes the concentration of Q required for halfmaximal repression of bacteriocin expression. Kω describes the concentration
of bacteriocin required for half-maximal killing rate. mSPoCK shows a correlation
of coefficient of 0.50 compared with 0.16 of m65 (Figure 3.7 purple box). This
lower correlation coefficient suggests the regulation of expression and sensitivity of NE to the bacteriocin have become decoupled. A substantial reduction in
the correlation coefficient for Kω and µEmax can also be seen when comparing

mSPoCK and m65 , from 0.28 to 0.08 respectively (Figure 3.7 green boxes).

mSPoCK constitutively expresses the immunity gene, resulting in insensitivity
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Figure 3.7: Posterior parameter distributions for stable steady state objective for
mSPoCK (left) and m65 (right). The top and far left of each plot show 1D parameter
distributions for each parameter. The lower left of each plot shows 2D distributions of
parameter pairs. The upper right of each plot shows the Pearson correlation coefficient
for each parameter combination. The purple and green boxes draw attention to parameter pairs referred to in the text. The limits of all plots are defined by the prior distributions
described in Table 3.2.

to its self-expressed bacteriocin. Repressing expression of immunity at higher
population densities adds an additional negative density dependent effect on
growth, in addition to the competition for nutrients between NE and NC . I hypothesise that this addition increases the opportunity for fast dampening of
oscillations that result in stable behaviour. It is established in ecological fields
that negative density dependent interactions increase stability of ecological
networks [74]. The importance of negative interactions for producing stable
behaviour is something I will explore more in subsequent Chapters.

3.4

Discussion

In this Chapter I have investigated the establishment of sustained two strain
co-cultures through the engineering of a single strain, providing a minimal proof
of principle of how engineered strains can be integrated into an existing community. This is the fist time ABC SMC methods have been applied to community
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design. The model selection performed on candidate designs showed that all
top 10 models possessed both bacteriocins and toxin expression, suggesting
both mechanisms contribute to stability. Interestingly, models without bacteriocin expression did not produce stable steady state simulations. It’s important
to emphasise that without bacteriocin expression, the only interpopulation interaction in the system is through competition. These results reinforce the need
for interpopulation interactions to form sustainable communities.

The distance functions and thresholds implemented, demonstrate how we can
define specific population dynamics we want to achieve. These will be different depending upon the application. For example, distance functions could be
designed to enforce a particular population ratio, defined oscillatory period or
amplitude height. The methods themselves remain the same, making this approach very versatile from a design perspective. The Latin hypercube sampling
for arabinose and dilution rate parameters showed us the stable steady state
objective was less probable than the oscillatory objective. This may have been
due to the strictness of the distance thresholds that could be relaxed. These will
be easier to define for a given application and time frame.

In natural environments bacteriocins frequently target closely related strains,
thought to serve as a defence mechanism or to prevent invasion of by a competitor with similar nutrient resource requirements [137].

It has also been

suggested that large stable communities can be formed by large networks of
’rock-paper-scissors’ dynamics, enabling coexistence while creating a pool of
varied bacteriocin that prevent invasion by new species [137, 38]. The proposed
communities consist of a widespread resistance with each strain sensitive to a
small number of bacteriocins. A relatively small subpopulation produce bacteriocins that are released into the shared environment [138]. This evidence
suggests that bacteriocins do play a role in community stability of natural environments.
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Model selection using ABC SMC for stable steady yielded m65 as a natural next
step to improve SPoCK, requiring negative regulation of the immunity gene. The
change in posterior probability indicates that this relatively simple change can
yield a great improvement in producing stable steady state behaviour. This illustrates valuable model selection processes be and how they can be integrated
into existing projects and pipelines to support wet lab design. m65 requires
the immunity gene to be negatively regulated by QS. Separate expression of
bacteriocin immunity genes from the bacteriocin has been demonstrated [55].
To my knowledge, examples of QS controlled bacteriocin immunity genes have
not been demonstrated, however, QS regulation of antitoxin genes has been
applied to building stable two strain communities [135]. The expression of bacteriocin is the only method of interaction between the engineered strain and the
competitor strain. All models without bacteriocin expression yielded a posterior
probability of zero. This reinforces the idea that interpopulation interactions are
important to sustain multiple strains.

The models assume strains that are sensitive to the bacteriocin they produce
obey the same dynamics as other-targeting bacteriocins. I assume that since
the bacteriocin becomes active upon export into the well-mixed environment,
the of self-targeted killing and other targeted killing share the same mechanism
and dynamics. The expression of self-targeting bacteriocins to control growth
rate in a liquid culture has not been demonstrated, and this will be an important
step to take in confirming whether this assumption is fair. I also assume that
the production rate of QS molecules is directly proportional to the population
density. It may be appropriate to model the expression of AHL synthase protein,
which may be constitutive or regulated, adding mechanisms to control the system.

In summary, in this Chapter I have used ABC SMC to perform parameter in-
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ference and model selection for stable steady state and oscillatory behaviours.
These results inform how we can design experiments and the necessary properties of the parts we use to construct these designs. Furthermore, the model
selection performed has given us a clear candidate to improve the stable steady
state behaviour of an existing system, which is a manageable step away. The
demonstrated methods can be used to design microbial communities with defined behaviours, which I continue to explore in the next Chapter.

Chapter 4

Designing two and three strain
stable steady state communities

4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter I discussed a system proposed to enter, control and
sustain existing cultures; with the proposed intention of manipulating existing
microbiomes. In non-ecological settings, we are not limited to the engineering
of a single strain. In synthetic biology systems, novel functionality is imparted by
introducing heterologous genetic processes that would not normally be found
in the organism. Non-orthogonal interactions between the introduced heterologous processes can cause the engineered function to behave in an unintended
manner [14, 12, 28], while the increased metabolic burden imposed can significantly slow growth rates and encourage selection of mutants [17]. Limited cellular resource availability and unforseen interactions can cause the host organism
and the introduced circuits to behave differently when expressed alongside one
another [139, 126, 29]. Using microbial communities would enable us to allocate functional components between subpopulations of cells, creating physical
barriers that insulate processes from one another and distribute the burden of
heterologous expression between members of the community [29]. This allows
us to scale complexity in a manner that could not be achieved under the limitations of a monoculture. In natural environments, we observe mixed-species
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microbial communities that exhibit competitive advantages over monocultures
in productivity, resource efficiency, metabolic complexity and resistance to invasion [4, 2]. Being able to predictably and reproducibly construct microbial
communities for synthetic biology or biotechnology applications would allow us
to harness these advantages.

Cooperative and competitive interactions are both important for integrating
feedback that can stabilise communities by manipulating growth or fitness of the
subpopulations [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Here, I focus on the use of bacteriocins
to manipulate subpopulation fitness. Crossfeeding is a commonly used method
of engineering stability. However, this normally requires the modification of genomic pathways to produce auxotrophs by knocking out metabolic pathways
and increase efflux of the partnering strain [69]. Crossfeeding also requires
control over environmental metabolite concentrations which would may not be
possible in a non-experimental application. An appeal of using bacteriocins
is that they can be delivered on a plasmid which in principle encodes all the
interactions necessary, without modifying the base strain. Coupling bacteriocin
production with quorum sensing (QS) can be used to produce both competitive
and pseudo-cooperative interactions. I assume the bacteriocins used are class
IIa, behaving in a similar manner to MccV which is activated upon export from
the cell [116, 140].

As demonstrated in the previous Chapter, a set of parts can be configured
in a number of ways, producing many candidates. Deciding which of these
candidates is most suited to the application can be difficult using intuition alone.
Model selection methods can be used to compare candidate models and identify the most promising designs [80]. Approximate Bayesian computation with
sequential Monte Carlo sampling (ABC SMC) has previously been applied to
the design of robust genetic oscillators [84] and multistable genetic switches
[85]. Similar approaches have been used to compare the ability of genetic parts
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to produce logic gate behaviours [82] and to design regulatory networks from
databases of characterised parts [141, 83].

This Chapter describes design scenarios for two and three strain stable steady
state systems, focusing on deriving fundamental interaction motifs. I use ABC
SMC to perform model selection, identifying candidate systems that have the
highest probability of producing stable communities in a chemostat bioreactor. I
show which interaction motifs are most stabilising and destabilising, and which
parameters can be tuned to control community composition.

4.2
4.2.1

Methods
Model space generator

Models are generated from a set of parts, which are expressed by different
strains in the system. I represent an expression configuration through a set of
options. I define the options for expression of A in each strain, where the options
are not expressed, expression of A1 , and expression of A2 (0, 1 and 2). I define
the options for expression of bacteriocin, which for the two strain model space
includes no expression, expression of B1 or expression of B2 (0, 1, and 2). For
the three strain model space, this includes includes no expression, expression
of B1 , expression of B2 or expression of B3 (0, 1, 2 and 3 respectively). Lastly I
define the mode of regulation for the bacteriocin, which can be either induced
or repressed (0 and 1). This is redundant if a bacteriocin is not expressed.

Two strain model space:

A = {0, 1, 2}
B = {0, 1, 2}
R = {0, 1}
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Three strain model space:

A = {0, 1, 2}
B = {0, 1, 2, 3}
R = {0, 1}
This enables us to build possible part combinations that can be expressed by a
population. Let Pc be a family of sets, where each set is a unique combination
of parts.

PC = A × B × R
Each strain in a system can be sensitive to up to one bacteriocin. Let I represent the options for strain sensitivity. In the two strain model space, the options
are insensitive, sensitive to B1 or sensitive to B2 (0, 1 and 2 respectively). In
the three strain model space, where the options are insensitive, sensitive to B1 ,
sensitive to B2 or sensitive to B3 (0, 1, 2 and 3 respectively).

Two strain model space:

I = {0, 1, 2}
Three strain model space:

I = {0, 1, 2, 3}
Each strain is defined by it’s sensitivities, and expression of parts. Let PE be all
unique engineered strains:

PE = I × PC
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Which can be combined to form a model, yielding unique combinations in two
strains and three strains:

Two strain model space:

PM = PE × PE
Three strain model space:

PM = PE × PE × PE
Finally, I use a series of rules to remove redundant models. A system is removed
if:
1. Two or more strains are identical, concerning bacteriocin sensitivity and
combination of expressed parts.
2. The QS regulating a bacteriocin is not present in the system.
3. A strain is sensitive to a bacteriocin that does not exist in the system.
4. A bacteriocin exists that no strain is sensitive to.
This cleanup yields the options which are used to generate ODE equations for
system.

4.2.2

System equations

State variables in each system are rescaled to improve speed of obtaining numerical approximations. NX describes the concentration of a strain, Bz describes the concentration of a bacteriocin and Ay describes the concentration
of a quorum molecule. CN , CB and CA are scaling factors:

Nx0 = Nx CN
Bz0 = Bz CB
A0y = Ay CA
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N defines the number of strains, B

A defines the set of QS systems.

The fol-

lowing differential equations are used to represent each model.

B

X
dNx
= Nx µx (S) − Nx
ω(Bz0 ) − Nx D
dt
z=1

N
X
dS
µx Nx0
= D(S0 − S) −
dt
γx
x=1
N

X (kBx,z N 0 )
dBz
x
=
− DBz
dt
CB
x=1

N

X kAx,y Nx0
dAy
=
− DAy
dt
CA
x=1
Growth modelled by Monod’s equation for growth limiting nutrient, S . muxmax
defines the maximal growth rate of the strain and KX defines the concentration
of substrate required for half-maximal growth.

µx (S) =

µxmax S
KX + S

(4.1)

Killing by bacteriocin is defined by ω(Bz0 ), where ωmax defines the maximal killing
rate which is set to 0 if the strain is insensitive. Kω defines the concentration at
which half-maximal killing occurs.

ω(Bz0 )

Bz0nω
= ωmax nω
Kω + Bz0nω

Induction or repression of bacteriocin expression by QS, is defined by kB (z, y ),
where z defines the bacteriocin being expressed and y defines the quorum
molecule regulating its expression. KBmax z is the maximal expression rate of
the bacteriocin and KBz is the concentration of quorum molecule at which bac-
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teriocin is half-maximal. nz defines the cooperativity of the AHL binding.
z
A0n
y
kB (z, y ) = KBmax z nz
z
KBz + A0n
y
K nz
kB (z, y ) = KBmax z nz Bz 0nz
KBz + Ay

4.2.3

Software packages and simulation settings

The ABC SMC model selection algorithm was written in python using Numpy
[143], Pandas and Scipy [144]. ODE simulations were conducted in C++ with
a Rosenbrock 4 stepper from the Boost library [109]. All simulations use an
absolute error tolerance of 1e−9, and relative error tolerance of 1e − 4. Non
negative matrix factorisation was conducted using Scikit-learn [145]. Dendrograms were made from SciPy, using the unweighted pair group method with
arithmetic mean (UPGMA) clustering algorithm [144]. Ternary diagrams were
made using python package python-ternary [146]. Parameter distribution plots
were made in R using ggplot2 [147].

Simulations were conducted for 1000hrs, the final 100hrs were to calculate
the summary statistics and were stopped early if the population of any strain
fell below 1e − 10 (extinction event). Simulations with an extinction event have
distances set to maximum in order to prevent excessive time spent simulating
collapsed populations.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Automated synthetic microbial Community Designer
(AutoCD) workflow

Figure 4.1 illustrates AutoCD, the workflow developed and applied in this study.
First, we set the available parts which can be used to build a stabilising system in a chemostat environment. This consists of the number of strains (N ),
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bacteriocins (B ), and QS systems (A). Any QS system can regulate the expression of any bacteriocin in the system by induction or repression. Strains in all
models are dependent upon a single nutrient resource (S ), which is consumed
by strains and replenished through dilution of the chemostat with fresh media.
Importantly, all models therefore include nutrient based competition between
subpopulations. Prior distributions encode our prior knowledge of biochemical
rate parameters informed by literature, describing each part and their interactions with one another (Table 4.1). The priors used are broad to allow the full
range of possible part characteristics; In scenarios where the parts have already
been selected and characterised, the prior parameters can be constrained. The
available parts and prior parameter distributions serve as inputs to the Model
Space Generator, which conducts a series of combinatorial steps to produce
all possible genetic circuits. The Model Space Generator then builds unique
combinations of strains expressing different genetic circuits, where each combination is a candidate model. Filtering steps remove unviable, redundant and
mirror systems, yielding a set of unique candidates to be assessed. The Model
Space Generator produces an ordinary differential equation (ODE) model for
each system in the context of the chemostat environment, and these models
form our prior model space.

The final input is a mathematical description of the objective population behaviour, a stable steady state. I use three distance functions (d1 , d2 , d3 ) to
describe how far away a simulation is from the objective stable steady state
(Equation 4.2). d1 is the final gradient of a strain population (Nx ), capturing
the most fundamental characteristic of stable steady state where the population
level of a strain is unchanging. d2 is the standard deviation of a population,
quantifying unstable behaviours such as oscillations, favouring simulations that
reach stable steady state quickly. d3 is the reciprocal of the strain population at
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Figure 4.1: Overview of AutoCD pipeline. Model selection workflow begins with definition of available parts and prior parameter distributions, used to generate system
models from all the possible interactions. I use ABC SMC to perform model selection
for the desired population behaviour. The outputs of ABC SMC provide us with community designs, insight into underlying motifs, parameter requirements and information on
composition tunability.

the end of the simulation, allowing us to define a minimum population density.

d1 (Nx ) = |∆Nx (t − 1)|
d2 (Nx ) = σ(Nx )
d3 (Nx ) =

(4.2)

1
Nx (t − 1)

Given the three distances, F defines thresholds below which a simulation meets
the requirements of our stable steady state objective. The distances of all strain
populations in a simulation must be below these thresholds to satisfy the objec-
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tive behaviour. F1 was chosen to match the error tolerance of the ODE solver
and F2 threshold was chosen through qualitative assessment of simulation data
to define a practical threshold for what stable steady state simulations should
look like. F3 is set to ensure all populations have a minimum final OD of 0.001,
chosen for what could be realistically measured using flow cytometry. The posterior distribution is made up of simulations where the distances for each strain
population are less than the F thresholds (Equation 4.3).

F = {1e −9 , 0.001, 1000}
d1 < F1

(4.3)

d2 < F2
d3 < F3
ABC SMC performs model selection on the model space for the objective defined by these distance functions and F . A particle is a sampled model and
associated parameters. ABC SMC initially samples particles from the prior
distributions with an unbounded distance threshold. Particles are propagated
through intermediate distributions, gradually reducing the distance thresholds
until they equal F (See Section 2.2.2). ABC SMC provides an estimation of
model and parameter space posterior probabilities for the given prior distributions and the objective behaviour. We can use the outputs of ABC SMC to help
us design synthetic communities and chemostat settings in the lab.

4.3.2

Designing two strain co-cultures that achieve steady
state

Here I apply AutoCD to the design of a stable steady state co-culture containing
two strains. In Figure 4.2 we define a model space consisting of two strains (N1 ,

N2 ), two bacteriocins (B1 , B2 ) and two QS systems (A1 , A2 ). Model space limits
are set to enable feasible experimental implementation, allowing expression of
up to one QS per strain and expression of up to one bacteriocin per strain.
Each strain can be sensitive to up to one bacteriocin. Given these conditions,
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the Model Space Generator yields 69 unique two strain models (m0 , m1 ...m68 ).
These 69 models serve as a uniform prior model space upon which I perform
model selection using ABC SMC. From the available genetic parts, there are

17 possible interaction options that could exist between state variables in each
candidate model. I perform hierarchical clustering on the interactions present in
each model, grouping models based on the similarity of their interactions. This
clustering is visualised as a dendrogram in (Figure 4.2a). ABC SMC approximates the posterior probability of each model for the stable steady state objective, indicating how effective the candidate system is in producing stable steady
state. m62 has the highest posterior probability, and is therefore the system
which most robustly produces stable steady state (Figure 4.2a). m62 consists
of two strains exhibiting a cross-protection mutualism relationship [148]. Each
strain expresses an orthogonal QS molecule that represses the expression of
a self-limiting bacteriocin in the opposing strain (Figure 4.2b). In the absence
of the opposing strain, the self-limiting bacteriocin is expressed freely. This creates an interdependence between the two strains where the extinction of one
strain would result in the extinction of the other. This closed feedback loop is
a feature of the topology of m62 , overcoming the competitive exclusion principle.

When designing new systems, minimising the number of genetic parts will
reduce the number of experimental variables, improving the ease of construction and optimisation of a system. I subset the model space by the number of
expressed parts in the system (maximum two QS and two bacteriocin), yielding
subsets containing candidate models with two, three and four expressed parts
(low complexity to high complexity). I identify the candidates with the highest
posterior probability in each subset (Figure 4.2b). The posterior probability increases despite the larger parameter spaces, which is important because ABC
SMC will naturally favour models which yield stable steady state with the smallest possible number of parameters (Occam’s razor) [106]. We see that all three
models have self-limiting motifs, where a strain is sensitive to the bacteriocin it
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Figure 4.2: Output of AutoCD for the two strain stable steady state objective a Dendrogram is generated by hierarchical clustering of the adjacency matrices for each model
in the two strain model space. All possible interactions are shown in the network illustration. Each column of the heatmap represents a possible interaction between state
variables, where green indicates the interaction exists for the model and black indicates
absence of the interaction. The bar chart shows the mean posterior probability of each
model. The scatter points indicate the posterior probability of each replicate and the error bars indicate the standard deviation. n = 3, where each replicate consists of 180000
accepted particles. bShows the mean posterior probability of three models with the
highest posterior probability when subsetted for number of parts expressed, in order of
increasing complexity (2, 3 and 4 parts). The scatter points indicate the posterior probability of each replicate and the error bars indicate the standard deviation. n = 3, where
each replicate consists of 180000 accepted particles. Bayes factors (BF) are shown
for pairwise comparison of the three models. Model schematics show the interactions
between strains (blue and green), bacteriocin (red) and QS molecules (purple).

produces. All three models are devoid of other-limiting motifs, where a strain is
sensitive to a bacteriocin produced by another strain.

The Bayes Factor (BF ) is a ratio between the marginal likelihoods of two models, giving a quantification of support for one model compared with another.

BF > 3.0 indicates evidence of a notable difference between the two models,
while BF < 3.0 suggests insubstantial evidence [111] (Table 2.1). The BF of

m66 compared with m48 suggests substantial improvement in the posterior probability can be made by increasing complexity. However, the BF of m48 compared
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Figure 4.3: Posterior parameter distributions of several tunable parameters in m66 and
m62 . The top and left plots show 1D density distributions of each parameter, central
distributions are 2D density distributions for each pair of parameters. Pearson correlation coefficients are shown on the top side of the diagonal for each parameter pair.
The limits of each plot are defined by the prior parameter distribution limits shown in
Table 4.1.

with m62 suggests insubstantial evidence behind this improvement in posterior
probability (Figure 4.2b). These diminishing returns when increasing system
complexity hold important ramifications for system design. The introduction of
an additional QS part to move from m48 to m62 may not be worthwhile for the
minor improvement in steady state robustness.

Model selection has identified the best performing designs for producing stable communities. However, the parts used in the design may require specific
characteristics or chemostat settings. ABC SMC also produces posterior parameter distributions for each model, giving us information about the parameter
values necessary to yield stable steady state. Figure 4.3 shows the posterior
distributions of several tunable parameters in m66 and m62 . The dilution rate of
the chemostat (D ) is a directly tunable parameter and the maximal expression
rate of the bacteriocin (KBmax ) can be tuned through choice of promoter and
ribosome binding-site [149]. The growth rates (µmax ) can be tuned through
choice of base strains or auxotrophic dependencies [120, 121]. For m66 , the
correlation coefficients between strain maximal growth rates (µmax1 and µmax2 )
shows the parameters are loosely correlated. Additionally, we see that N1 has a
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higher maximal growth rate (µmax1 ) than that of N2 (µmax2 ). The faster maximal
growth rate of N1 is necessary to counteract self-limitation that is negatively
regulated by the population of N2 . Conversely, m62 shows a wider distribution of
strain growth rates at stable steady states and a low correlation coefficient. This
indicates that this topology does not heavily depend on specific growth rates or
related growth rates between the two strains in order to produce a stable steady
state. KBmax for all bacteriocins is tightly constrained to high maximal bacteriocin expression rates. The distributions of D in both systems show a lower
dilution rate is important for stable steady state. Figure 4.4b shows the steady
state compositions for m66 frequently contain N1 in lower proportion compared
with N2 . The asymmetry of interactions m66 necessitates that N2 must produce
sufficient QS concentration to prevent extinction of N1 while also not excluding

N1 by competition. We can see that m66 more often finds stable steady state
equilibrium with N1 in lower density than N2 . Conversely, the symmetry of m62
more evenly distributes community compositions (Figure 4.8).

4.3.3

Self-limiting motifs stabilise two strain systems

The dendrogram of Figure 4.2a highlights a cluster of high performing models
that are closely related. This suggests underlying interactions of the model
space exist that are important for producing communities with stable steady
state.

Non negative matrix factorization (NMF) is an unsupervised machine learning method we can use to reduce the dimensionality of the interaction space
[150]. We can use NMF to help us understand the underlying motifs and how
they affect community stability. I represent each model by the interactions
present in the system (Figure 4.2a). NMF takes these interactions and learns a
number of clusters (K ), models can be rebuilt by a weighted sum of these clusters. In our case, these clusters can be represented as interaction motifs. I set

K = 4, in order to give us a digestible summary of the model space. Figure 4.5a
shows the learned motifs that can be used to represent the entire model space.
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Figure 4.4: Stable steady state population distribution in two strain models. a A histogram of the proportion of population occupied by strain N1 at stable steady for m62 .
b A histogram of the proportion of population occupied by strain N1 at stable steady for
m66 .
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Figure 4.5b shows the component weights for each model, defining the membership each model has for each motif. The models are shown in descending
order of posterior probability, we can see that K 1 is heavily weighted in the top
performing models. The motif K 1 refers to self-limiting (SL) only interactions
where the strain is sensitive to the bacteriocin it produces (Figure 4.5a,b. The
top models are consistently assigned low weights for K 4 (Figure 4.5a,b), a motif
which refers to other-limiting (OL) only interactions, where the strain is sensitive
to a bacteriocin produced by the other strain (Figure 4.5a). I use the indications
produced by NMF to curate our own discrete motifs, improving the ease of interpretation. K 1 and K 4 show us the direction of bacteriocin sensitivity is an
important feature and I proceed to investigate this further. All models can be
built by combining eight fundamental motifs which can be categorised as either

SL or OL, based on the direction of bacteriocin sensitivity (Figure 4.6a). Within
each category, motifs are differentiated by the mode of bacteriocin regulation
(Figure 4.6a). For example, m66 = SL2 , m48 = SL4 +SL2 and m62 = SL2 +SL2 . In
order to assess the importance of each motif for producing stable communities
I perform a motif impact analysis (Figure 4.6b). For each model we identify
the nearest neighbours in the model space that can be built by adding each
motif and calculate the change in posterior probability for each neighbour (Figure 4.6b). By repeating this across the entire model space, we are able to
quantify whether a motif is stabilising or destabilising (Figure 4.6c). The lower
quartiles of SL motifs all show lower negative change magnitudes compared
with the lower quartiles of OL motifs. The upper quartiles of SL motifs show
a higher positive change magnitude than that of OL motifs. Together these
show the addition of SL motifs more often result in an improved posterior probability, whereas addition of OL motifs more often result in decreased posterior
probability. The upper quartile of SL2 shows the motif has the most stabilising effect, closely followed by SL4 . We see these findings are reflected by top
models identified in Figure 4.2b, where all models are constructed with SL2
and SL4 motifs. The total output of bacteriocin by a population is a function of
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Figure 4.6: Manually curated minimal motifs capture interaction importance. a Minimal
motifs split into self-limiting (SL) and other-limiting (OL) by the direction of bacteriocin
killing. b Illustration of the algorithm used to generate each datapoint in c. Moving from
a model to the nearest neighbours that can be built by adding a motif will produce a
change in model posterior probability. c Boxplots and scatter plot showing the change
in posterior probability when adding each motif to a model. The boxplots show the
median, first and third quartile. The lower and upper whiskers mark the 5th and 95th
percentiles respectively. n = 224 for each motif.

the population’s density. All SL motifs therefore possess a fundamental negative
feedback relationship between growth rate and density, augmented by the mode
of QS regulation. Conversely, the population density and growth rate of a strain
in OL motifs are decoupled. This lack of feedback is a clear explanation as to
why we see SL motifs as positive contributors to stability while OL motifs have a
destabilising effect.

4.3.4

Designing three strain communities that achieve
steady state

While several studies have demonstrated the ability to establish synthetic two
strain systems [151, 91, 63, 152, 153, 41, 64, 154, 70, 51, 155, 65], efforts with
three strains are sparser [40, 43, 156]. Having demonstrated the automated
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design of two strain systems, I next tackle the far larger challenge of designing
stable three strain communities. The addition of a single strain significantly
increases the parameter space, engineering options and possible interactions.
I define our available parts consisting of three strains (N1 , N2 , N3 ), three bacteriocins (B1 , B2 , B3 ) and two orthogonal QS systems (A1 , A2 ). I maintain the
same strain engineering restrictions, allowing up to one QS expression and up
to one bacteriocin expression per strain. Each strain can be sensitive to up to
one bacteriocin. Given the available parts and engineering limits, the Model
Space Generator yields 4,182 unique models. Due to the much greater number
of models, I group models based upon the interactions in each model by hierarchical clustering for up to five levels. The average posterior probabilities of
each cluster are shown (Figure 4.7a). 3,289 models have a posterior probability
of zero (∼79% of the model space), highlighting how much more difficult this
design scenario is. ABC SMC identifies m4119 as the system with the highest
posterior probability for producing stable steady state. m4119 consists of two
QS molecules; A1 is produced by N2 , A2 is produced by N3 (Figure 4.7b). The
QS molecules repress the expression of self-limiting bacteriocins produced by
each population. Using the minimal motifs defined in Figure 4.6a, m4119 can
be summarised as m4119 = 3 × SL2 . I group the model space on the counts of
heterologous expression in the system, yielding subsets containing candidate
models with two, three and four expressed parts (Figure 4.7b). Models with two
heterologously expressed parts all had a posterior probability of 0.0 and are
not shown. Again, we see a diminishing increase in posterior probability that
comes with increasing complexity. m3938 is the more complicated neighbour of

m4119 , where N1 is also contributing with production of A1 , resulting in a fall in
the posterior probability. The increase in posterior probability that occurs when
moving from m4125 to m4119 has BF < 3.0, indicating the difference between the
posterior probability of the two models is not substantial. These system comparisons highlight the trade-off between increasing complexity and improving
system performance.
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Figure 4.7: Output of AutoCD for three strain stable steady state objective. a Dendrogram is generated by hierarchical clustering of the adjacency matrices for each model
in the three strain model space. I set the limit of number of levels to 5, in order to
show high level groups. Each column of the heatmap represents a possible interaction between state variables, where green indicates the interaction exists for the model
and black indicates absence of the interaction. The posterior probability plot shows the
average posterior probability within each group of models. b Shows the models with
highest posterior probability when subsetted for number of parts expressed, in order of
increasing complexity (3, 4, 5 and 6 expressed parts). The bar chart shows the mean
model posterior probability across three experiments, represented by the scatter points,
the error bars indicate the standard deviation. n = 3, where each replicate consists of
825000 accepted particles. Bayes factors (BF) are shown for pairwise comparison of the
three models and error bars show the standard deviation between three repeat experiments. Model schematics show the interactions between strains (blue, green and red),
bacteriocin (red) and QS molecules (purple). Models with two parts showed posterior
probability 0.0 and are not shown.

Figure 4.8 shows the output of the impact analysis algorithm applied to the
three strain model space and posterior. In a similar fashion to the two strain
model space, we can see that self-limiting interactions are associated with increased posterior probabilities, while other-limiting motifs are more associated
with decreased posterior probabilities. SL2 and SL4 are again found to have the
most stabilising impact.
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4.3.5

Multiple engineered bacteriocins are more important
than multiple orthogonal QS systems

Our results have identified top performing models in the two and three strain
model spaces. I have also highlighted the diminishing returns that occur with
increasing model complexity in top performing models. Next I aim to summarise
the importance of different parts and their contribution to the stable steady state
objective behaviour, further enabling us to triage genetic parts for construction
in the lab.

Figure 4.9 shows a summary of the parts used to construct three strain systems and the average posterior probabilities they yield. This gives us important
information to form heuristic rules in the design of three strain systems. Figure 4.9a shows a very similar posterior probability when comparing two QS
systems rather than one. Figure 4.9b demonstrates the substantial advantage
of repressive QS regulation of bacteriocin production over inducible systems.
Figure 4.9c shows very strong evidence in favour of using three bacteriocins
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Figure 4.9: Average posterior probabilities associated with the number of genetic parts.
a Comparing systems with one and two orthogonal QS parts. b Comparing modes
of bacteriocin regulation in the system by subsetting for systems with induction (+ve),
repression (-ve) or both (+ve, -ve). c Comparing systems with one, two and three
bacteriocin.

to produce stable steady state in three strain systems. These three statistics
suggest that on average there is little advantage to be gained in the use of two
QS systems, and priority should be given to the use of a single repressive QS
to regulate three bacteriocin systems, such as we see in m4125 .

4.3.6

Defining stable steady state population ratios in three
strain systems

Natural microbial communities are observed to contain species in abundances
differing over orders of magnitude [157, 158]. Together the individual species
can contribute to an aggregate community function [159, 160]. Synthetic communities can take advantage of aggregate community output by their application
to improving yields and efficiency of bioproduction pathways via the distributing genetic processes between subpopulations [91, 155]. Biosynthesis studies
using co-cultures have shown the importance of optimising inoculation ratios
to maximise community outputs [161, 162]. Therefore being able to define the
steady state composition of a synthetic community is a valuable feature. Here I
demonstrate that a form of post-processing can be applied to the output of ABC
SMC by applying a secondary threshold, identifying key parameters that enable
fine tuning of stable steady state population densities.
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The F3 threshold value ensures all simulations in the final population have
an OD > 0.001. Figure 4.10a shows the community composition distribution
of m4119 . The majority of accepted particles show a final community composition that is dominated by a single strain. Using the final population distances
from ABC SMC I can apply a secondary threshold and identify how the system
can be tuned to produce a more evenly distributed community composition.
I set a secondary threshold, stipulating that all strains must be of OD > 0.1
(pink) (Figure 4.10b). Therefore strains that do not meet the secondary threshold have 0.001 < OD < 0.1 (blue) (Figure 4.10b). From these two subsets
I generate separate parameter distributions and calculate the divergence using Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS). Parameter distributions that show the greatest
divergence are important for changing the system behaviour from one that
is dominated by a single strain, to one that has a more even distribution of
strain densities. The distributions of four parameters that exhibit greatest divergence are shown in Figure 4.10c. A higher dilution rate (D ) and lower maximal
bacteriocin expression rates (KBmax 1 , KBmax 2 , KBmax 3 ) are associated with producing a more evenly distributed community composition. Importantly, all three
parameters are realistically tunable. The dilution rate can be controlled directly through the chemostat device, while bacteriocin expression rates can be
changed through the choice of promoters and ribosome binding sites.

4.4

Discussion

Synthetic communities built to date have employed the use of QS, metabolic
dependencies, intracellular lysis proteins, toxins and extracellular antimicrobial
peptides to engineer interactions that enable community formation [40, 65, 43].
When designing a synthetic community, the fundamental interactions in the
system itself is often directed by mimicking ecological interactions found in nature, or by rational judgement. As the possible types of engineered interaction
increases, so does the need for comprehensive assessment of the vast model
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the two objectives are 0.25, 0.12, 0.13 and 0.12 respectively.

spaces. The modelling and statistical framework demonstrated here addresses
this design problem. With these examples I have highlighted important design
features and heuristic rules for building synthetic steady state communities. As
we move to increasingly complex multi-strain systems, bottom-up approaches
have shown that understanding pair-wise interactions can be used to build up
to larger stable communities [163].

I have identified optimal system designs using bacteriocins and QS for stable steady state in two and three strain communities. m62 , the top model of
the two strain model space uses a cross-protection mutualism, whereby the
density of each subpopulation inhibits the self-limitation of the other. Similarly,
in the three strain model space, m4119 has pair-wise cross-protection mutualism between two subpopulations and a dependent subpopulation (Figure 4.7b).
Cross-protection mutualism has previously been incorporated in synthetic microbial communities via the mutual degradation of externally supplied antibi-
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otics [41]. Metabolic interdependencies can also be employed to engineer
mutualism [154, 70]. All top performing models used self-limiting interactions
to produce stable steady state dynamics. Self-limitation is observed in many
natural biological communities, normally in a response to stress [164, 165].
These processes, while detrimental to the individual, provide a net benefit to
the community through release of a public good - they are altruistic processes
[166]. Altruistic cell death is conserved throughout different species implying a
competitive advantage in natural environments [167]. Self-limiting interactions
have previously been used to overcome competitive exclusion by employing
lysis proteins regulated by QS in a two strain batch culture [65]. The inducible
expression of self-limiting bacteriocins under tightly controlled promoters has
also been demonstrated [168]. Additionally, in our recent work we have demonstrated the use of bacteriocins to stabilise communities [44], as discussed in
Chapter 3. Random sampling or encapsulation of microbial networks has been
demonstrated experimentally in both ecological and synthetic contexts [169,
170]. These high throughput approaches could be used to validate these findings, combining differentially engineered strains with one another to give a view
of strain combinations that form stable communities.

The robustness of self-limiting interactions can be explained by the feedback
loops involved. Total bacteriocin output by a subpopulation is heavily dependent
upon its population density; low population density will naturally have a low
output of bacteriocin [171], making QS a secondary level of regulation. This
is supported by both two and three strain scenarios where we observe the diminishing returns that come with increasing complexity. Figure 4.9 shows that
increasing the number of bacteriocin in a system yields greater increases in
stability than increasing the number of QS systems. A closed feedback loop
exists between the bacteriocin expression rate and the population density, an
important reason why all self-limiting motifs generally show positive contribution
to stability. Conversely, in other-limiting motifs the population expressing the
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bacteriocin will not be negatively affected and therefore a closed feedback-loop
does not exist.

Ecological studies using generalised Lotka-Volterra approaches frequently show
that negative intraspecific interactions are of central importance to the stability of ecological networks [172, 173, 174].

In the models discussed here,

self-limiting interactions, dilution rate and limited nutrients are all analogous
to intraspecific negative density dependent interactions described at a more
detailed level. These interactions include time delays and accumulation of bacteriocin or QS molecules that may occur, which would not be considered by
using Lotka-Volterra approaches. These results align with previous findings and
provide insight into the relative importance of different types of interactions in
a synthetic biology context (Figure 4.9). Additionally, studies have previously
shown that higher connectance in mutualistic ecological networks promotes
persistence and resilience [74]. All the top performing models contain forms of
mutualism; in these models we also see a trend of increasing robustness with
complexity which is analogous to connectance (Figure 4.2b and Figure 4.7b).

Studies have traditionally used eigenvalue analysis to investigate the stability properties of random interaction ecological networks [175, 74, 173]. Similar
approaches could be applied to the synthetic community model spaces shown
here. The Bayesian approach and time series analysis used here allows us to
select for defined temporal characteristics of transient behaviour that represent
a definition of a stable system that is achievable experimentally. In principle,
eigenvalues could also be included within a distance measure of asymptotic local stability, however I found they did not improve the classification of behaviour
in these models.

Finally, I showed that the posterior parameter distribution from ABC SMC can
be used to make decisions on part characteristics and experimental conditions
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(Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.10c). Our results show the dilution rate (D ) is an important experimental parameter for producing stable steady state, and tuning the
community composition. The rate of removal of molecules from the environment
can produce very different population dynamics. This is supported by previous
work where the dilution rate has been demonstrated to be important for determining the population dynamics [63, 41, 126]. I also show our methodology
can identify systems that are robust to differences in growth rate, highlighted by
the comparison of m66 and m62 in Figure 4.3. Together these draw attention to
important part characteristics that should be considered when constructing a
stable community. It should be emphasised that while the design rules I have
identified hold true for a stable steady state objective, it may not be the case for
other objective population dynamics, such as oscillations. New objectives can
be investigated by changing the distance functions which describe the population dynamics.

The model space restriction asserting that each strain can be sensitive to
up to one bacteriocin was made to limit the size of the model space to be computationally manageable. The restriction assumes we can engineer selective
immunity to different bacteriocins. Bacteriocin immunity genes can be isolated
and expressed separately [55, 176, 177]. Alternatively, appropriate base strains
could be chosen that posses innate immunity [178]. I also make the assumption
that the two quorum sensing systems used are orthogonal. While this is reasonable to assume in systems with two QS systems, it becomes increasingly
difficult to use different QS systems together without crosstalk occurring [10].
It may be suitable for future work to include crosstalk between QS systems,
allowing us to work with this behaviour rather than attempting to circumvent
it. However, the exponentially growing model spaces that come with adding
more parts and strains limits the scalability of this approach. The more candidate models there are, the more computation time is required for ABC SMC to
converge. As I have shown in the three strain model space ∼79% of models
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did not produce stable steady state, we therefore spend a lot of computation
time resolving models which will perform poorly. When examining larger model
spaces, it may be appropriate to restrict the model space further, or perhaps
weight the model prior according to the interaction motifs.

Implementing self-limiting motifs in the lab could be challenging. Tight regulation of bacteriocin expression will be necessary to enable their transformation
which has previously been demonstrated [168]. Alternatively, immunity genes
can be expressed during the transformation process and switched when the
stabilising system is applied. I have not included QS regulated expression of
immunity as I did in Chapter 3. It could be interesting to compare different configurations of QS regulated immunity in the top performing models. I could also
assess whether subpopulations in each community could exist independently.

The framework I have developed offers a natural entry point to the design-buildtest cycle, providing a data informed roadmap for building a robust synthetic
community with a desired behaviour. I have revealed stable steady state systems in a two and three strain model space, and generated impactful rules and
heuristics for their construction. The flexibility of this framework enables us to
quickly redefine population level behaviours depending on the required application. In the next Chapter, I will be applying these approaches to explore more
complex dynamics in ecological and synthetic microbial systems.

Chapter 5

Potential for chaotic dynamics in
small synthetic microbial
communities

5.1

Introduction

Building systems which behave in a predictable and repeatable manner is essential to the field of synthetic biology. Evidence from studies of neural networks
suggests the increasing probability of chaotic behaviour as the number of dimensions in the network grow [179, 180, 181]. Steps to date have not been
taken to investigate the existence of chaos in small or large synthetic microbial
networks. The opportunities for unpredictable behaviour that is fundamental
to the underlying interactions become more probable as we try and implement
larger synthetic communities, or edit existing networks such as the human gut
microbiome. If we want to meet our long term ambitions of creating truly scalable and robust synthetic microbial communities, understanding and evaluating
the possibility of chaotic behaviour in a system becomes an important consideration. Observations of chaotic behaviour in biological systems have been
reported. A three species system containing one predator and two prey species
has been demonstrated to produce chaotic behaviour, with dilution rate a key
parameter in enabling aperiodic behaviours [182]. An eight year study of a
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planktonic food web measured chaotic behaviours, resulting in subpopulation
abundance predictability being limited to 15-30 days, despite constant external conditions [183]. These experimental examples demonstrate that some
multi-species communities can produce chaotic behaviour and are therefore
unpredictable.

Mathematical evidence for chaos in ecological networks is more prevalent.
Modified Lotka-Volterra equations produce chaotic behaviour in predator-prey
systems by including time-delayed feedback [184], or in one predator two prey
systems, by adding dampening effects [185]. Using competitive Lotka-Volterra
equations in which only negative interactions are permissible, chaotic behaviour
is only possible with four or more species [186]. The existence of chaos in dynamical models and identification of chaotic parameter space can be identified
using various optimisation techniques.

Unscented Kalman filter has previ-

ously been used to investigate chaos in electrical circuits, obtaining parameters
yielding chaos [187]. Simulated annealing has been applied to finding chaotic
parameters in four species standard Lotka Volterra models [188]. The possibility of chaos in synthetic microbial communities to my knowledge has not been
previously considered.

In this Chapter I therefore investigate the possibility of encountering chaotic
states in low-dimensional systems. I compare two methods for measuring maximal Lyapunov exponents (λ1 ) and how it can be used to distinguish between
stable, oscillating and chaotic states. I proceed to use these methods to generate distance functions for use with ABC SMC, performing parameter inference
for chaotic attractors in ecological and synthetic microbial community models.

5.2

Methods

I will briefly discuss the definition of chaos in the context of the Lorenz system, followed by a description of the methods used to calculate the maximal
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Lyapunov exponent and the equations for other systems used in the results.

5.2.1

Illustrating chaos with the Lorenz system

Chaos can be defined as deterministic behaviour that displays aperiodic orbits
and sensitivity to initial conditions [189]. Infinitesimally small differences in initial
conditions of a chaotic system will become amplified over time, making forecasting and prediction of behaviour impossible [190]. Despite being deterministic,
chaotic systems possess an inherent uncertainty due fact that we can never
describe the initial conditions of a system in sufficient detail.

The Lorenz system (Equation 5.1) is a well known example of a system which
possesses chaotic attractors [190]. It consists of three species, x, y , z , and is
intended to describe atmospheric convection in a simplified form.

 
dx
 dt 



σ(y − x)





 dy  

F (xt , yt , zt ) =  dt  = ρx − y − xz 
  

dz
xy
−
βz
dt

(5.1)

Figure 5.1 illustrates chaotic behaviour in the Lorenz system, where Figure5.1b
possesses the same parameters as Figure5.1a with a perturbation applied to
the initial state value of species y . The two simulations show the small initial
perturbation results in very different behaviour at a future point in time. Deterministic equations yielding simulations with aperiodic orbits and sensitivity to
initial conditions satisfies our definition of chaos.

Lyapunov exponents can be used to measure chaotic behaviour; they describe
the average exponential rate of divergence between two near trajectories of a
dynamical system. An N -dimensional system will contain a Lyapunov spectrum
of N Lyapunov exponents. Table 5.1 describes how we use the Lyapunov exponent to interpret the behaviour of a system. If a dynamical system contains
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Figure 5.1: Simulation of Lorenz system demonstrating chaotic behaviour. The initial
species values are shown at the top of each simulation. b. is a slightly perturbed
initial state from a. The parameters remain the same for both simulations β = 4.0, ρ =
45.92, σ = 16.0.

at least one positive Lyapunov exponent, it is defined as chaotic. If the fundamental interactions in a biological network are chaotic, they are inherently
unpredictable. It is therefore valuable to understand the model topologies and
parameter spaces that give rise to chaotic behaviour.

λ1 value
<0
≈0
>0

Behaviour
Stable
Periodic oscillations
Chaos

Table 5.1: Interpretation of λ1

5.2.2

The Jacobian method for computing the Lyapunov
spectrum

This method is described by Bennetin et al. [191] and by Shimada and Nagashima [192] and focuses on using the Jacobian matrix of the system to determine the entire Lyapunov spectrum. The Jacobian matrix contains the first-order
partial derivatives of all variables in a system of equations, describing the local
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linear transformations that occur given an infinitesimally small change in state.
The Jacobian therefore allows us to calculate the growth rates of each axes at
each state. The Lyapunov spectrum can be calculated by averaging the axes
growth rates over the course of a trajectory. We can walk through the Lorenz
system as an example of this method. DF , is the Jacobian matrix of the Lorenz
system:





∂x ∂x ∂x
, ,
 ∂x ∂y ∂z 





−σ
σ
0


 ∂y ∂y ∂y  

DF (xt , yt , zt ) =  ∂x , ∂y , ∂z  = ρ − z −1 −x 

 

∂z ∂z ∂z
y
x −β
, ,
∂x ∂y ∂z
To investigate the sensitivity of the system, we define an N -dimensional set of
orthonormal vectors using the canonical basis:

      


 1
0 
0


      
     
E = {e1 , e2 , e3 } = 0 , 1 , 0 ,

      




 0
1 
0
Each ei is evolved as a variational equation according to DF :

dei
= DF (xt , yt , ze ) · ei
dt

(5.2)

Equation 5.2 tells us how the N -dimensional ellipsoid expands and contracts
at a local area. In a chaotic system, vectors will converge towards a common
direction with the most rapid growth, leaving them indistinguishable from one
another. Periodic application of Gram-Schmidt reorthonormalisation (GSR) can
overcome this problem, allowing us to resolve the vector directions and therefore
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all Lyapunov exponents.

e1t
= t
ke1 k
e2t − he2t , ê1t i ê1t
t
ê2 = t
ke2 − he2t , ê1t i ê1t k
e t − he3t , ê1t i ê1t − he3t , ê2t i ê2t
ê3t = 3t
ke3 − he3t , ê1t i ê1t − he3t , ê2t i ê2t k

ê1t

Each Lyapunov exponent is an average of these local vector directions calculated for the timeseris of an orbit, expressed as bits/iteration:

λi = log2 (ê¯i )
GSR never reorients the direction of the first vector (ei ), which will tend towards
the fastest growing direction (the λ1 ). The following vectors have the preceding
vectors removed and then normalised:

λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3

5.2.3

The dual-orbit method for calculating the maximal Lyapunov exponent

The dual-orbit method is described by Sprott et al. [193]. Rather than evolving
the Jacobian, we evolve two nearby orbits and measure their average rate of
separation. This directly investigates whether small changes to an initial state
will produce a disproportionate separation. By periodically readjusting the distance of divergence after each time step we measure separation across a period
of time, preventing a single event dominating subsequent states (Figure 5.2).
The method is described in full by Algorithm 3. Unlike the previously described
Jacobian method, the dual-orbit method yields only the maximal Lyapunov exponent. For the experiments in this Chapter we use d0 = 10−10 to generate the
nearby orbit. All simulations use a transient time equivalent to the first 10% of
the time series.
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Algorithm 3: Description of dual-orbit method, demonstrated with
two-dimensional system
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12
13

Set S = 0.0
Set parameters and initial state θi = (xi , yi ) for orbit, f (θi )
Simulate f (θi ) for transient time, tt , yielding state, θa0
Set initial state of nearby orbit, f (θb 0), where, θb0 = θa0 + d0
Set t = 0
Advance f (θa0 ) and f (θb0 ) by one step, dt , yielding states θa1 and θb1
respectively
Set t = t + dt
Calculate separation between the state variables of the two orbits,

d1 = [(xa1 − xb1 )2 + (ya1 − yb1 )2 ]1/2
S = S + log2 (|d1 /d0 |)
Readjust θb1 to align directionally with θa1 , xb0 = xa1 + d0 (xb1 − xa1 )/d1
and yb0 = ya1 + d0 (yb1 − ya1 )/d1
Set xa0 = xa1 and xb0 = xb1
Repeat lines 6 to 11 for n iterations
Calculate maximal Lyapunov exponent as an average of the separation
values, λ1 = S/n

d1

d1
d0

d1
d0

...

d0
0

dt

2dt

3dt

Figure 5.2: Illustration of dual-orbit algorithm used to calculate the λ1 . Two orbits
with an initial state separation of d0 are followed. After each time step measure the
separation, d1 , is measured. The perturbed orbit (red) is readjusted to prevent excess
separation. The average rate of separation between the two orbits corresponds with the
λ1 .
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Autocatalytic biochemical system

Di Cera et al. describe a theoretical autocatalytic network with the interesting
property of being able to produce limit cycle oscillations, stability or chaotic behaviour depending upon the model parameters [194]. The model consists of
four components, X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 in a cyclic reaction network.
K

1
Y + X1 + X2 −→
2X2

K

2
X2 + X3 −→
2X3 + Y

K

3
X3 + X4 −→
2X4

K

4
X4 + X1 −→
2X1

The reaction network is described using differential equations, where, xi is the
concentration of each component, Xi , m is the constant total concentration of
cofactor and y is concentration of free cofactor.

dx1
dt
dx2
dt
dx3
dt
dx4
dt

= x1 (K4 x1 − K1 yx2 )
= x2 (K1 yx1 − K2 x3 )
= x3 (K2 x2 − K3 x4 )
= x4 (K3 x3 − K4 x1 )

y = m − x2
m and K1 are sampled from uniform distributions while the remaining parameters and initial state are fixed:

m ∼ U(0.1, 1.0)
K1 ∼ U(1.0, 20.0)
K2 = K3 = K4 = 1
x2 = x3 = x4 = 0.01
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Competitive Lotka-Volterra priors

Using the competitive Lotka-Volterra system, I performed a local ABC SMC
parameter optimisation to identify the parameter space of the attractor, and a
brute force search for other models producing chaos.

Exploration of local chaotic attractor parameter space
To investigate the local parameter space around a known attractor, I used
uniform distributions that were ±0.1 the attractor parameters and ±0.05 the
attractor initial species densities of the values reported by Sprott et al. [186]
(Equation 5.3).



1

U(0.99, 1.19) U(1.42, 1.62)

0








0
1
U(0.34, 0.54) U(1.26, 1.46)


α=

U(2.23, 2.43)
0
1
U(0.37, 0.57)


U(1.11, 1.31) U(0.41, 0.61) U(0.25, 0.45)
1
h
i
r = U(0.9, 1.10), U(0.62, 0.82), U(1.43, 1.63), U(1.17, 1.37)
h
i
N = U(0.45, 0.55), U(0.20, 0.30), U(0.45, 0.55), U(0.45, 0.55)

(5.3)

Brute force search for chaos
To perform a brute force search, I constructed a model space, M , based on discretised interactions present in each model, M , where each model has a unique
interaction matrix. I apply a restriction stating that each member of the community must be negatively affected by at least one other community member. This
is in place to prevent the existence of a species which can grow independently
of the rest of the community.

n

M = m0 , m1 , ... m126

o




D α12 α13






α21 D α23
= 



α31 α32 D





 α
41 α42 α43
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α24  α21 D α23 α24   0
D α23 0 
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 ... 

 
 


α34  α31 α32 D α34   0
0
D α34 

 
 



D
α41 α42 0
D
α41 0
0
D 

Standard priors were used to perform the brute force search where parameters were sampled from uniform distributions

αij ∼ U(0.1, 2.5)
ri ∼ U(0.1, 3.0)

(5.4)

Ni ∼ U(0.1, 1.0)

5.2.6

Distance functions for identifying chaos with ABC SMC

m2576 is a member of the model space described in Section 4.3.4. All particles
were sampled from the prior described in Table 4.1. ABC SMC was performed
as described in Section 2.2. dC1 is the only distance for the chaotic objective. If

dC1 < 0, the particle is rejected. The final distance threshold, C , is equivalent
to all λ1 > 0.03.

dC1 = 1/(1 + λ1 )
C = {0.997}
For each sampled particle a prescreening process was performed to minimise
time spent conducting the more computationally time consuming dual-orbit
method. Simulations in which an strain fell below 1e-5 were rejected. The number of oscillations with an amplitude greater than 0.05 was counted for each
strain signal using the method described in Section 3.3.2. If any strain showed
less than 2 oscillations the particle was rejected. ABC SMC was conducted with
population sizes of 10, repeated 50 times yielding a combined final population
of 500 particles.
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Results
Comparison of method accuracy using the Lorenz system

For initial validation, I applied the Jacobian method and the dual-orbit method
to measure λ1 of a chaotic attractor of the Lorenz system, using a set of parameters described by Wolf et al. [195]. While internal integration time steps
are determined by the solver, we set intervals of time, dt , at which the state
is recorded. Divergence using both methods is calculated using the states at
these intervals, reorientation of trajectories is performed at these intervals when
using the dual-orbit method. Smaller choices of dt increase the computation
time while increasing the number of observations over a simulation. Simulations
need to be time efficient to allow us to sample sufficiently from the prior parameter and model spaces.

Figure 5.3 shows λ1 obtained by each method for varying choices of dt . Wolf
et al. obtained λ = 2.16 using this set of parameters. The Jacobian method
is shown to be unstable at high dt with a large deviation from the reported

λ1 = 2.16. At the smallest dt , the λ1 calculated by the Jacobian method and
dual-orbit method are 2.177 and 2.163 respectively. While the Jacobian method
is less accurate than the dual-orbit method, we must also consider that the
dual-orbit method is more computationally intensive since it requires simulation
of two trajectories rather than one. For the subsequent work in this Chapter, the
absolute value of the λ1 is not as important as being able to distinguish between
stable, limit-cycle and chaos.

5.3.2

Distinguishing between stability,

oscillations and

chaos
Section 5.2.4 describes a model of an autocatalytic biochemical reaction network that is capable of producing unstable, stable, limit-cycle and chaotic states.

Maximal Lyapunov
exponent
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10
8
6
4
2

10-4

10-3

dt

10-2

10-1

Figure 5.3: Comparison of how the choice in timestep (dt) will affect calculation of the
Lyapunov exponent using the Jacobian method (red) and the dual-orbit method (blue).
The expected λ1 is 2.16 as described by Wolf et al. [195]. All simulations have the
following parameters and initial state: β = 4.0, ρ = 45.92, σ = 16.0, x = 10.0, y =
1.0, z = 0.0.

I chose to use this model as a way of validating the ability of the Jacobian method
and the dual-orbit method to distinguish between these behaviours. Figure 5.4a
is taken from the original publication (Di Cera et al. [194] Figure2). The authors
illustrate the dynamical properties of the autocatalytic model under variation of
parameters m and K1 while fixing all remaining parameters. Region A corresponds to decaying oscillations towards a stable point, region B corresponds
to limit-cycle oscillations and region B’ refers to a region of period doubling
culminating in chaos. Period doubling is a well studied route to chaos [196].

To validate our methods, I repeatedly sampled uniformally from priors of the two
free parameters and applied both methods to calculate the λ1 (Section 5.2.4).
If a simulation yielded an extinct species (xi < 10−5 ) λ1 was not recorded, coordinates with no recorded simulations are coloured in pink. We expect region
A to have a negative λ1 , region B to have an λ1 of approximately 0, and region
B’ to posses increasingly positive λ1 . Figure 5.4b and c show the mean λ1
for different parameter combinations using the Jacobian method and dual-orbit
method respectively. Both methods demonstrate they are capable of defining
the boundaries between exponentially decaying oscillations (stable) trajectories
and limit-cycle oscillations as illustrated in Figure5.4a. The Jacobian method
is shown to overestimate the λ1 of the stable region, shown by the dark blue
shade colouring, as opposed to the darker colouring of the stable region by
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a
A - Exponentially decaying
oscillations (stable)
B - Limit-cycle oscillations
B’ - Periodic-doubling
oscillations culiminating in
chaos
C - Unstable

b
1.0

Jacobian method

c

λ1

Dual-orbit method

0.024
0.018
0.012

m

0.5

0.006
0.0

K1

20.0

10.0

20.0
1.0

1.0

0.1

10.0

-0.006

K1

Figure 5.4: Replication of results published by Di Cera et al. [194], varying parameter
values of m and K1 while remaining parameters are fixed. K 2 = K 3 = K 4 = 1,
x2 = x3 = x4 = 0.01, x1 = 0.97. a Shows the original published figures and the five
classifications given to different regions of the system. b and c Show the mean λ1
calculated at each parameter combination using the Jacobian method (b) and the dualorbit method c. Parameters were repeatedly sampled uniformally within the ranges
shown and λ1 s calculated using each method. Simulations where any species falls
below 10−5 are rejected. Pink regions show parameter combinations where no valid
simulation is recorded. There were 25, 250 recorded datapoints in total, visualised as
50 bins per axis.
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the dual-orbit method. This reflects the earlier findings that the λ1 yielded by
the dual-orbit method are more accurate, while the Jacobian method tends to
overestimate the λ1 . Both methods highlight the transition from oscillations in
region B to eventual chaos at the top edge of B’ (as illustrated in Figure5.4a).

The plots show that a positive λ1 is associated with both oscillations and chaos.
Further thresholding will be necessary to define the boundary between the two
behaviours. This requires some manual inspection of trajectories to define the
threshold for chaotic behaviour. For all subsequent experiments I decided to
use the dual-orbit method. Both validation experiments suggested the dual-orbit
provided more accurate λ1 approximations.

5.3.3

Investigating local parameter space of chaotic attractors with ABC SMC

Competitive Lotka-Volterra equations are commonly used in ecological population modelling, and have similarly been used to model microbial communities
[74]. They describe generic negative interactions between species that could
represent competition for nutrients or amensal interactions (see Section 1.6).
Competitive Lotka-Volterra systems can be written in generalised form where
the change in a species population, Ni , is a function of its growth rate, ri and the
sum of interactions, α, with all species in the system. n is the number of species
in the population.
n

X
dNi
= ri Ni (1 −
αij Nj )
dt
j=1
α is represented as a matrix, desribing the amensal interactions between pairs
of species in the system. To simulate the chemostat environment, we set the
diagonal as a dilution rate, D , which is the same for all species. The diagonal of
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Figure 5.5: Demonstration of chaotic attractor identified by Sprott et al. in a four species
competitive Lotka-Volterra model. a. Shows the parameters used in the chaotic attractor
and an illustration of the interaction topology. b. The progress of Lyapunov exponents
values through the simulation, calculated using the Jacobian method. c. Time series of
the chaotic attractor. d. Phase plot for species N1 and N2 . Initial species values used
are N1 = N3 = N4 = 0.5 and N2 = 0.25 .

α can also be thought of as defining the carrying capacity of each species.


D

α12 α13 α14







α21 D α23 α24 


α=

α31 α32 D α34 


α41 α42 α43 D

Sprott et al. identified a chaotic attractor in four species competitive LotkaVolterra system [186], shown in Figure5.5.

I replicated this model and

the reported attractor parameters, and used the dual-orbit method, yielding

λ1 = 0.0219. Sprott et al. reported λ1 ≈ 0.0203 [186].

I wanted to investigate how robust this attractor is to its parameters. By inspecting trajectories and their corresponding Lyapunov exponents I set a λ1 > 0.015
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as a conservative indicator of chaos. I performed ABC SMC to investigate the
local area around the reported attractor. Uniform prior distributions were used
that are ±0.1 the attractor parameters and ±0.05 the attractor initial species
densities. The local search prior distributions are defined in by Equation 5.3.

Figure 5.6 shows the posterior distribution for the chaotic behaviour objective.
We can see that α42 is constrained compared with other interaction parameters.
The plot shows we can identify the boundaries of the parameter space that give
rise to chaotic behaviour. Given that we used priors that target a known attractor,
it’s important to highlight that this attractor is very small in the context of a prior
typically used for Lotka-Volterra equations. Attempting to perform ABC SMC
using standard parameters (Equation 5.4) for the topology shown in Figure 5.5
failed to converge in sufficient time due to how small this region is. I performed
a brute force search across a broad uniform prior (Equation 5.4). From 70.6
million sampled particles, 45 were accepted for the chaotic behaviour objective.
This gives an acceptance rate of 6.3e−7, highlighting how sparse chaotic attractors are in this framework. 22 uniuqe models were among the 45 particles,
however, the model shown by Sprott et al. was not among them, emphasising
that this is not a complete search. This sample size is not sufficient to draw conclusion regarding models that are predisposed to producing chaotic behaviour,
however, it may be interesting to revisit in the future.

5.3.4

Chaos in three strain synthetic microbial systems

Lotka-Volterra models are generalised descriptions of ecological systems, the
simplifications can result in misrepresentation of true population dynamics [46].
Adding non-linear terms and trophic interactions to typical Lotka-Volterra models has also been shown to yield chaos in three species predator-prey systems
[197]. Regarding microbial systems, both positive and negative interactions are
unlikely to be directly proportional to species density. Mechanisms of interaction
such as crossfeeding, AMP production or environmental detoxification would
all be subjected to factors including time delays, accumulation of intermediate
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Figure 5.6: Posterior distribution of chaotic parameters yielded by ABC SMC using locally targeted priors around a known attractor. The top and left rows show 1D parameter
distributions, the central plots show 2D posterior distributions for each parameter pair.
The plot is symmetrical across the diagonal. The limits of the plot are defined by the
prior distribution, shown in Table 4.1.
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species and dynamic genetic regulation, contributing to non-linearity of these
systems. As I demonstrated in Chapter 4, amensal species such as bacteriocins or toxins can also be used to mimic trophic interactions subject to the
mechanism by which they are regulated [63].

Given our objective of assembling synthetic microbial communities by engineering interactions, we revisit the three strain model space discussed in Chapter 4
to assess a more directly relevant scenario. This model framework includes
realistic assumptions of the nonlinear dynamics involved in regulation of gene
expression and Monod dynamics in growth and nutrient competition. Additionally the model captures opportunities for the accumulation of quorum molecules
and bacteriocin in a shared environment. My hypothesis was that these features
of the model space could yield chaotic behaviour.

I performed a brute force search for chaotic states by sampling form the prior
model space and parameter space discussed in Section 4.3.4.

Given the

expected sparseness of chaotic states and computational expense of the dualorbit method, I implemented early rejection steps to avoid calculating the λ1 of
trajectories that showed stable or extinct behaviour (See Section 5.2.6). Simulations were run for 5000hrs ensuring enough time was given for separations
to distinguish between irregular but periodically repeating signals and aperiodic
signals (chaotic). I found that 1000hrs simulations gave insufficient time for
the λ1 to converge, making it difficult to identify a threshold between irregular
periodic signals and aperiodic signals. All particles that produced λ1 > 0 were
recorded, plots were examined to manually define a threshold above which
exists chaotic states only. 100 plots were recorded. The two simulations with
the highest λ1 both showed chaotic behaviour with m2576 producing λ1 = 0.1
and m2929 producing λ1 = 0.024. All remaining trajectories showed stable oscillations. Given the small sample size from which to identify the boundary
between oscillations and chaos, I set a conservative threshold for categorising
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Figure 5.7: Illustration and example trajectory of chaotic behaviour in m2576 . a Topology
of m2 576, a three strain system consisting of two QS molecules and two bacteriocin. b
An example of a chaotic behaviour by m2576 , possessing λ1 = 0.037. c 2D plots of the
chaotic attractor.

chaotic behaviour with λ1 > 0.03. In Chapter 4, m2576 was ranked 751 for the
stable steady state objective, where BF = 1.3 × 105 compared with the top
model. I wanted to compare the posterior parameter distributions of the chaotic
and stable steady state objectives in order to understand which parameters are
important for transitioning between the two behaviours. Figure 5.8 shows the
posterior parameter distribution of m2576 yielded by ABC SMC for the chaotic objective. We can see the maximal bacteriocin expression rates, KBmax 1 and KBmax 2
are tightly constrained, indicating high maximal expression rates are necessary
for the chaotic objective. The 2D relationships between KBmax 1 and KBmax 2 show
a very small region of parameter space where chaotic behaviour occurs. We
observe similarly small regions in the 2D relationship between KBmax 1 , KBmax 2
and kA2 , the production rate of quorum sensing (QS) molecule A2 .

I con-

ducted ABC SMC to identify stable steady state parameter space in m2576 using
the same methods, distances and F as discussed in Chapter 4. Figure 5.9
shows 1D posterior density distributions for the stable and chaotic objectives.
The 1D posterior distributions are remarkably similar with the major divergence
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Figure 5.8: Posterior distribution of m2576 from ABC SMC conducted for a chaotic objective. Top and left edge plots show 1D distribution of all free parameters, central grid
shows 2D distributions between parameters.

observed in kA2 , the production rate of QS molecule A2 stands out as a clear
parameter involved in divergence of the two objectives. Figure 5.10 compares
2D parameter relationships for the stable (blue) and chaotic (red) objectives.
The 2D plots more clearly illustrate the larger parameter space in which stable steady state occurs compared with chaos. The chaotic objective is tightly
constrained in the 2D relationship between kA2 and KBmax 1 . However, for both
objectives we can see the importance of the 2D relationship between KBmax 1 and

KBmax 2 . We see high correlation coefficients between the maximal growth rates
of all strains (µmax1 , µmax2 , µmax3 ) for both the stable and chaotic objective.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of posterior distributions for stable (blue) and chaotic (red)
objectives. 1D distributions shown for all free parameters

5.4

Discussion

In this Chapter, I have demonstrated methods for identifying parameter combinations that give rise to chaos and integrated these within the context of the
design of synthetic microbial communities. I demonstrated the use of ABC
SMC to resolve a known attractor in the competitive Lotka-Volterra framework
by using priors targeting the local area around the attractors. I identified a
chaotic attractor in the model space of three strain candidate designs that are
directly relevant to synthetic microbial systems. Finally, I demonstrated the use
of ABC SMC to find parameter regions that yield chaotic behaviour and identi-
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of posterior distributions for stable (blue) and chaotic (red) objectives for selected parameters. Top and left edge plots show 1D distributions, central
grid shows 2D distributions between parameters.

fied parameter regions, and 2D parameter relationships that are responsible for
differentiating stable steady state and chaotic states. To my knowledge, this is
the first application of ABC SMC to parameterise for a chaotic behaviour objective. The presence of chaos in such a low dimensional system, without explicit
delays, is an interesting result.

This work is the first to query the existence of chaotic behaviour in synthetic
microbial communities. I show that we can expect to find chaotic states in relatively small synthetic microbial systems, which has important ramifications for
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the field. I expect it will become increasingly important to consider the location of chaotic attractors in parameter space as the microbial communities we
build or interact with become larger. These methods can easily be applied to
parametrise different models. It would be interesting to compare the existence
of chaotic attractors in existing three strain systems that use toxin-antitoxin
systems [156], combination of cooperative and competitive interactions [43], or
mutualistic only interactions [40].

Regarding the competitive Lotka-Volterra model, the lack of convergence of
ABC SMC when using a untargeted prior highlights that ABC SMC may not be
suitable for finding particularly small parameter regions. Simulated Annealing
has also been applied to this model framework, successfully identifying chaotic
regions [188], however, it’s unclear how much of an advantage these optimisation methods bring over brute force. The comparison of the Jacobian and
dual-orbit methods showed that the dual-orbit method is more suited to accurate

λ1 approximation for this task. The examples here all required me to manually
inspect trajectories in order to define thresholds of λ1 for chaotic regions. In future I would be interested in integrating the calculation of the Jacobian method
as part of the solver itself rather than using externally defined observation intervals that comes with a larger computational overhead. Dedicated dynamical
systems library exists for Julia, including routines for measuring Lyapunov exponents. I am interested in using this library for future implementation [198].
In order to reduce the computational cost of the dual-orbit method, I rejected
trajectories showing stable behaviour during ABC SMC optimisation; preventing
them from entering early populations. It is possible I am introducing a bias
against regions with high stability. However, given computation time constraints
and the given known ’route to chaos’ via period doubling, the rejection of stable
trajectories aids the speed of convergence to the target threshold.

Chaotic attractors are sparse in the three and four species ecological mod-
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els I investigated. Full scale metabolic models contain a large number of linear
reactions [199], they can be combined to describe microbial communities and
used to model industrial bioprocesses [200, 201]. Given the high dimensional
nature of metabolic networks, it would be interesting to investigate whether
these models yield chaotic behaviour in small community networks.

The Lyapunov spectrum can be estimated from experimental time-series data
by reconstructing the attractor through time delay embedding (Takens’ theorem)
[202, 195], and has been applied to measure the Lyapunov stability of microbial
abundance time-series data [182]. It’s possible that these methods could be
used to validate a predicted chaotic attractor, though this would require a long
time series observations. Interactions in natural systems such as the gut microbiome operate on a much higher dimension [203], increasing the probability
of chaos that is expected at high dimensional networks[181]. These natural
systems are promising candidates for experimentally verifiable chaos.

The choice of investigating m2576 is a result of identifying a chaotic attractor
in the model using the brute force search, while it would not be a candidate
for producing stable steady state, it would be interesting to investigate building
a microbial community exhibiting chaos. However, to give us the best chance
of assembling a chaotic community in the lab, I should first perform a more
complete model selection process and generate valid model posterior probabilities to guide our wet lab endeavours. The brute force search of the three
strain model space will not have provided sufficient coverage of all models. It
would also be useful to limit the models to the top 50 ranked according to the
stable steady state posterior (Figure 4.7), which are systems we are considering
constructing. ABC SMC will in principle rank models based on the size of the
chaotic parameter region and would inform us of models and parameter regions
that should be avoided upon implementation.
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To conclude, I have demonstrated the use of two methods for measuring chaotic
behaviour in competitive Lotka-Volterra models, and developed methods for
identifying chaotic parameter regions using ABC SMC. Although chaotic attractors are sparse in low dimensional systems, we have shown that their existence
in realistic synthetic microbial systems and they may exist in close proximity to
stable steady state regions. Although these might be rare in the systems I have
explored, this work demonstrates that deterministic chaos will be an important
factor in microbial community design and going forward should be studied in
much more detail.

Chapter 6

Conclusions
In this thesis I have explored methods for designing interactions that can be
engineered in microbes to establish niches in existing cultures, stabilise two and
three strain communities and produce chaos in chemostat environments

The importance of microbiome health and stability cannot be taken for granted.
A microbiome is maintained and replenished by our day to day activities that
expose us to a diversity of microorganisms [204]. Sterile environments during
space travel often causes dysbiosis of astronaut microbiomes, encouraging
activation of latent viruses [205], autoimmune responses causing persistent
skin rashes and increased incidence of colitis [206]. Chemotherapy and antibiotics are both medical treatments that are associated with microbiota dysbiosis
[207]. In addition to intestinal diseases such as colitis, IBD and colorectal cancer
[208], dysbiosis of human microbiota can lead to higher rates of infection of skin,
vagina, respiratory system and oral cavity [209]. The onset of preeclampsia,
one of the leading causes of maternal mortality during pregnancy is associated
with rapid changes in gut microbiome composition [210]. Maintaining ’healthy’
human microbiomes and preventing activity of pathogenic microbes is becoming increasingly relevant in medicine and healthcare, and synthetic biology will
have an important role to play. Developing synthetic communities will help us
better understand natural microbiomes. Living therapeutics are another goal for
the synthetic biology field. Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a common pathogen
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infecting respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts, normally treated with antibiotics.
However, reinfection rates can be high and the pathogen can be difficult to
eliminate entirely. Signal response mechanisms have also been observed between the host and bacteria of the human gut through polyamine compounds,
highlighting the clear potential for host-community interfacing [211]. Engineered
microbes have been used to sense and kill pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa, responding to quorum molecules emitted by the target in vitro [212]. I can
imagine scenarios where a system similar to SPoCK would be useful in maintaining a presence at low density and regulating the growth of such a pathogen
to prevent symptoms of disease. Dynamic response to pathogenic invaders
can be triggered if an engineered strain is able to persist in a niche. Specific
microbes could be chosen or engineered to occupy metabolic niches invaded
by pathogens without disrupting the non-pathogenic community [213]. Implementing these systems would require methods, such that I have demonstrated
here, to design these systems for a specified behaviour. It would be interesting to combine ABC SMC with community FBA metabolic models to identify
the robustness to invasion of different communities of bacteria, or identify the
metabolic pathways pathogens exploit in order to establish themselves in an
environment.

In Chapter 4, I explore the use of bacteriocins and quorum sensing to construct
two and three strain synthetic microbial communities. In particular, we identify
interaction motifs strongly associated with producing stable coexistence. In the
future I want to be able to predict optimal designs of larger synthetic community
by using information obtained using ABC SMC from two and three strain networks I discussed in this thesis. Incorporation of metrics of the network topology
analysis such to inform the model prior could help convergence in larger model
spaces [58]. While this work uses parameters focusing on using E. coli as a
base organism, the interactions described are prevalent throughout different
species of microorganisms that show use of both quorum-like communication
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systems and bacteriocins [54, 47]. For industrial biotechnology, productivity and
yield that enable commercial viability ultimately define success. While I have
discussed the opportunities offered by the division of labour and cited examples
of its implementation, not all bioprocesses are suited to division of labour strategies [214]. Molecules that require active transportation across cell membranes
can impede efficiency and may require the introduction of additional heterologous expression. This can sometimes be circumvented by cell lysis, which can
also be executed by bacteriocins [215]. In nature, we see similar behaviour
in the form of altruistic cell death, where a subpopulation of cells respond to
stress by undergoing lysis and releasing material that benefits the remaining
population [215, 216]. Optimisation of a division of labour pathway by controlling
population densities has not been implemented at the time of writing. Dinh et
al. demonstrate the advantages of controlling metabolic flux through enzymatic
steps in a monoculture, improving the yield of naringenin [217]. However, this
system still suffers from the discussed limitations of a monoculture.

The methods discussed in Chapter 4 demonstrate opportunities to define population ratios that in turn define flux through the different metabolic processes
engineered in each subpopulation. In order to realise this application, the next
steps would be to target a particular bioprocess and integrate production pathways within the existing framework, alongside mechanisms for interpopulation
interactions. We could then create distance functions prioritise productive output and robustness without explicitly defining population dynamics. This could
lead to us identifying optimal stable ratios, or perhaps cyclical dynamics that
maximise productivity.

The demonstration of chaotic behaviour in a prospective three strain design
is a first in the field and highlights the need consider the existence of chaotic
attractors when building such systems. I expect the chaotic attractor of m2576 to
exist in close proximity to an oscillator attractor, following the well established
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’route to chaos’ [218]. The probability of producing a chaotic attractor is therefore likely to become more of a problem when building synthetic communities
with oscillatory dynamics.

To conclude, the methods demonstrated in this thesis have ramifications in
microbiome, microbial ecology and synthetic biology fields. I have shown predicted designs that are supported by existing theory and show similarities to
implemented systems. In the near future, I would like to see efforts in the field to
use defined population control in division of labour challenges. I think benefits
of optimising steady state ratios or even cyclical population dynamics to improve
yield have not been fully explored and may provide further incentive to apply
controlled synthetic communities. Autonomous population density regulation is
likely to benefit long term continuous cultures more than short batch cultures,
where optimising inoculation ratios alone may be sufficient. From the perspective of living therapeutics, the microbiome engineering field face challenges in
classifying what defines a healthy microbiota, and sifting through the variances
that exist in populations due to differences in diet and environment [219, 220].
I do believe synthetic microbial communities have the potential to revolutionise
the way we approach existing biotech challenges and our growing knowledge of
understanding of the influence microbiomes have on our health leaves a hidden
potential. I’m excited to see how the field develops and for the opportunities that
will arise from our ability to control and build microbial communities.
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